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CRITICAL THINKING IN PUBLIC HEALTH: AN EXPLORATION OF SKILLS USED BY
PRACTITIONERS AND TAUGHT BY INSTRUCTORS

by

MARTHA ELIZABETH ALEXANDER

Under the Direction of Nannette Commander and Jodi Kaufmann

ABSTRACT

Critical thinking is crucial in public health due to the increasingly complex challenges faced by
this field, including disease prevention, illness management, economic forces, and changes in the
health system. Although there is a lack of consensus about how practitioners and educators view
critical thinking, such skills are essential to the functions of applying theories and scientific research to public health interventions (Rabinowitz, 2012). The purpose of this research was to
examine the relationship between critical thinking skills used by public health practitioners and
critical thinking skills taught to graduate students in schools/programs of public health. Through
interviews with public health practitioners and instructors twelve distinct critical thinking skills
were identified. Findings of this study indicate that many critical thinking skills used by practitioners are aligned with those taught in courses, such as analysis, identification and assessment of
a problem, information seeking, questioning, and reflection. This study also identified conceptu-
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alizing, evaluating, interpreting, predicting, reasoning, and synthesizing as critical thinking skills
that may not be receiving the explicit attention deserved in both the workplace and the classroom. A high percentage of practitioners identified explaining as a critical thinking skill often
used in the field, while few instructors reported teaching this skill. The results of this study have
important implications for informing public health curricula and workforce development programs about critical thinking. Further, this research serves as a model for other professions to
explore the relationship between critical thinking skills used by practitioners and those taught in
higher education.

INDEX WORDS: Critical thinking, Public health academia, Public health workforce, Public
health instruction
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1

A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ON PREPARING STUDENTS IN HIGHER
EDUCATION TO BE CRITICAL THINKERS
Critical thinking, if used consistently, would lead to a very different world, a world that is

more in our interest (Paul, 2007). Critical thinking is a particularly important concept in the
workplace and is necessary to achieve effective outcomes (Bers, 2005; Ennis, 1962; Halpern,
1997; Jacobs, 1999; Kurfiss, 1988; National Education Goals Panel, 1991; Norris & Ennis, 1986;
Scheffler, 1997; Tsui, 2002; Van Gelder, 2005). This is true for many professions that need critical thinking skills and desire to use and develop those skills. The results of not using critical
thinking can result in reactive and automatic responses to problem solving and decision making
(Brunt, 2005; Schmieding, 1999). The Partnership for 21st Century Workforce Initiatives (2011)
stated that workers must be proficient in the skills of critical thinking, collaboration, communication and creativity to be successful in the global economy. Levitt (2011) noted that employers
are concerned about the critical thinking skills of college graduates and their overall workforce
preparedness.
Over the last 25 years there has been an increase in research and theoretical development
in critical thinking in many fields such as business, education, engineering, health, leadership
development, and the military (Facione & Facione, 2008; Fisher, Spiker, & Riedell, 2009; Hawkins, Elder, & Paul, 2010; Paul, 2007). Part of studying a specific discipline means learning to
think like a practitioner in that discipline. Therefore, different disciplines may have specific approaches to critical thinking. Although Paul (2007) noted that critical thinking principles are
universal, a process of reflective contextualization is necessary to apply the principles to specific
disciplines. Paul added that professionals who think critically within a discipline see their discipline in unique ways that are beneficial to the practice of that discipline.
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Due to this variety of disciplines, there are many definitions and approaches to facilitating the development of critical thinking. The field of higher education has expressed a particular
concern about the development of critical thinkers and the reasons for its importance in our society. Developing learners that think critically about their knowledge, actions, and beliefs is very
important (Astleitner, 2002; Halpern, 1997; MacKnight, 2000; McKendree, Small & Stenning,
2002). Especially with ready access to more and more information, students must be able to analyze material systematically to solve unique problems. Many universities and professional organizations in education include the development of critical thinking skills among their mission
statements, student outcomes, and goals (Kurfiss, 1988; Paul 2005). College graduates are expected to assess, analyze, and evaluate knowledge to determine solutions to an increasingly
complex world (Kurfiss, 1988; Paul, 2007; Tsui, 2002). Browne and Meuti (1999) noted that the
development of critical thinking was probably the most often used learning objective in postsecondary education. Although critical thinking is identified as a valuable and important topic for
learners in higher education, many researchers and practitioners agree that it is an understudied
and neglected topic (Browne & Meuti, 1999; Van Gelder, 2005). McPeck (1981) noted that the
term critical thinking was “overworked and underanalyzed” (p. 2).
Higher education must also contribute to the development of informed citizens who have
the critical thinking skills necessary to participate fully in our democracy (Brookfield, 1987;
Brookfield, 2005, Kurfiss, 1988; Noddings, 2006; Scheffler, 1997; Siegel, 1997; Snyder &
Snyder, 2008; Toner & Rountree, 2003). Brookfield (2005) summarized the importance of critical thinking in a democracy by saying that “at the heart of a strong, participatory democracy is
citizens’ capacity to question the actions, justifications, and decisions of political learners, and
their capacity to imagine alternatives to current structures and moralities that are fairer and more
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compassionate” (p. 49). One way that Americans stay informed is through the media. However,
Americans' judgments about the credibility of the media are not always formed through critical
thinking. A survey by the Pew Research Center for the People and the Press (2008) found that
people made decisions about the credibility of mass media information sources based on their
political party affiliations. Further, results of the 3,614 adults 18 years of age or older surveyed
indicated that 41% of college graduates thought that keeping up with the news (regardless of
communication channel such as print, TV, online, radio, etc.) was important for their work. Only 22% of high school graduates thought the news was important for their work.
This chapter is guided by the question of how higher education prepares students to be
critical thinkers in the workforce. Specifically, a review of the literature on critical thinking is
presented with a focus on (a) a short history, (b) skills and dispositions, (c) theoretical foundations, (d) related constructs, (e) assessment, (f) application of theories, models, and concepts, and
(g) gaps in the research.
A Short History
One of the challenges in teaching and researching critical thinking is the lack of agreement about what critical thinking is. Paul (2005) stated that it is necessary to have multiple definitions of critical thinking because the concept is multidimensional, and Tice (1997) explained
that it was appropriate to have various definitions given that the concept varies by context. The
following section is a short history that explores critical thinking from various perspectives to
describe how definitions and views have evolved.
Socrates
The concept of critical thinking in Western history can be traced back to the ancient
Greeks. The term critical has its roots in the Greek language. The Greek word kriticos means
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discerning judgment and kriterion means standards. Although most authors recognize Socrates
as the first to teach what we now call critical thinking he did not write about his ideas. We only
know about Socrates (469–399 B.C.) through his student Plato (427-347 B.C.) and Plato’s student Aristotle (384-322 B.C.). Their ideas still influence Euro-western thinking and how many
perceive critical thinking (Thayer-Bacon, 2000a). Socrates believed that we should question
what authorities and others tell us to become skilled thinkers who determine truth on our own.
He believed that it is only through reflection of our own thinking and beliefs that we are able to
arrive at truth. Through Plato’s writings, we know that Socrates used systematic questioning to
facilitate learners’ reasoning, now known as Socratic questioning. The ancient Greeks believed
that our bodies and our minds were separate. Socrates viewed knowledge as objective and external to humans. During the time of the Greek philosophers, reasoning was seen as superior to the
use of imagination, intuition, and emotion in thinking. Thus, philosophy, reason, math, and science (related to our rational mind) came to be valued over music, art, and sports (related to our
body and susceptible to emotion). Thayer-Bacon (2000a) related the higher value of science
over the arts to present day education. She theorized that the arts and physical education classes
are often reduced during budget cuts because we still consider them of lesser value. Further, she
stated that science and math courses are held in higher esteem because of their roots in and relationship to the rational mind. Thayer-Bacon added that Aristotle laid the foundation, using this
same line of thinking, for society’s long-held view that women are seen as more emotional and,
thus, less rational.
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Middle Ages
During the Middle Ages, Thomas Aquinas, an Italian priest and teacher, was one of the
leading writers on critical thinking. He described his work to improve his thinking by imagining
arguments and responses. His concept of the desire to improve one’s thinking is still reflected in
current concepts of critical thinking (Papineau, 2004; Paul, Elder, & Bartell, 1997).
The Renaissance (14th – 17th centuries) through the 19th century
During the Renaissance, great thinkers and scholars questioned all aspects of society
more critically than in earlier times. Francis Bacon of England believed that humans develop
bad habits of thinking that led to false beliefs. He was concerned about the development of these
bad habits in schools and is credited with laying the foundation for modern science by his emphasis on information gathering. Thomas More, another Englishman, led the call for a critical
analysis of society. Rene Descartes from France and author of Rules for the Direction of the
Mind believed that thinkers must be disciplined, systematic, clear, and precise. He thought that
we should question, doubt, and test. Descartes believed that humans are born with an innate understanding of logic and reasoning. In contrast, John Locke, an English philosopher, believed
that at birth our mind is a blank slate, a tabula rasa, and we learn through perception, reflection,
and experience. The writings of these scholars had a great influence on the idea of freedom of
thought and the development of democracies in which citizens have the right to use their reasoning and thinking to analyze and critique those in authority (Papineau, 2004; Paul, Elder, & Bartell, 1997).
1900 – 1970
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the American pragmatists explored philosophies
related to knowledge, experience, and the relation of theory and practice. Unlike the ancient
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Greeks who saw a separation between the body and the mind, the American pragmatists such as
Charles Sanders Pierce, William James, and John Dewey argued that we cannot make that separation nor can we separate knowers from knowledge or thought from action (Thayer-Bacon,
2000b). These philosophers supported strongly the role of science as a way to help solve problems. Dewey (1859-1952), a philosopher and educational leader, believed that educational curricula should focus on developing thinking skills (1910/2007). He saw the development of
thinking skills not only a benefit to the learner but essential to the community and entire democracy. Dewey considered reflective thought as a “scientific approach to inquiry” (Thayer-Bacon,
p. 52). He described reflective thought as “active, persistent, and careful consideration of any
belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it and the further
conclusion to which it tends" (1910/2007, p. 7). Dewey’s use of the word active is important in
describing critical thinking as a process that is not passive. Dewey’s definition also points out
the role of evidence (Fisher, 2001).
In the early 20th century Goodwin Watson, a doctoral student at Columbia University
Teachers College, wrote his dissertation on The Measurement of Fair-Mindedness (Nicholson,
1998). As a social psychologist and professor, Watson studied the measurement of personality
and believed psychological research could improve society. One of Watson’s students, Edward
Glaser, built on Dewey’s and Watson’s ideas about the role of education in improving society.
Glaser (1941) described critical thinking as (a) an attitude of viewing problems and subjects in a
thoughtful way, (b) having knowledge of logical inquiry and reasoning, and (c) having the skills
to apply that knowledge. He added that critical thinking requires persistence to investigate any
belief or purported knowledge by considering the evidence related to that belief or knowledge.
The four components from Glaser’s definition (attitude, skills, evidence, and reasoning) were
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inspired by Dewey and appear in many definitions of critical thinking that followed Glaser. Glaser’s dissertation, An Experiment in the Development of Critical Thinking, with Watson as his
major advisor led to the development of the first and one of the most widely used tests of critical
thinking, the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal.
In 1962, Robert Ennis, a philosopher, published “A Concept of Critical Thinking” in the
Harvard Educational Review. His article rejuvenated the field of critical thinking (ThayerBacon, 2000b). To Ennis, critical thinking was “the correct assessing of statements” (p. 84).
1970s – 1997
Richard Paul described the years of 1970 – 1997 as the Critical Thinking Movement with
three distinct ‘waves’ of research and practice (Paul, Elder, & Bartell, 1997). The authors referred to the first wave as Formal and Informal Logic Courses to describe this time in which critical thinking was seen as the tool to analyze and assess reasoning and was taught in logic courses, primarily. A contrasting view of critical thinking during this time came from Paolo Freire, a
Brazilian educator and philosopher. He viewed critical thinking as having two layers with the
first being respectful dialogue among educators and learners. The second layer is a deeper way
of knowing. Freire believed that people should think critically about their education to understand better their lives and overcome the oppression they experienced (Thayer-Bacon, 2000b).
Paul, Elder, and Bartell (1997) called the second wave (1980–1993) Critical Thinking
Across the Curriculum Across the Grades. During this time, educators began teaching critical
thinking within specific disciplines rather than in philosophy logic courses only, and there was
increased interest in integrating critical thinking across an entire curriculum. Researchers began
to investigate how critical thinking relates to problem solving. There was also interest in how we
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use (or not use) critical thinking to analyze what the media communicates to us and to evaluate
political and ideological ideas.
During this time more definitions were developed. For example, Ennis (1987) revised his
1962 definition of critical thinking from “the correct assessing of statements” (1962, p. 84) to
“reasonable reflective thinking that is focused on what to do or to believe” (1987, p. 12). In Ennis' 1962 definition he included the dimensions of reason and reflection that others had mentioned. He also included the concept of deciding what to do or believe, which indicates that decision making is a part of critical thinking. Ennis’ interest in the measurement of critical thinking led him to develop the Cornell Critical Thinking Test in the 1980s (Thayer-Bacon, 2000a).
During this time, McPeck (1981) defined critical thinking as “the propensity and skill to engage
in an activity with reflective skepticism” (p. 8). Lipman (1988) defined critical thinking as
“skillful, responsible thinking that facilitates good judgment because it (a) relies upon criteria,
(b) is self-correcting, and (c) is sensitive to context” (p. 39). Brookfield (1987) argued that critical thinking was not an outcome but a dynamic process. He stated that critical thinking is a productive and positive process that could be activated by positive or negative events. Brookfield
was one of the first authors to add the role of emotion to the definition of critical thinking, and he
described the importance of emotions to the process of critical thinking. He noted that as we
question ourselves and reflect on values and ideas during the process of critical thinking we
might feel fear, resistance, confusion, joy, and relief.
A psychologist, Diane Halpern (1997) explained how the word critical refers to an evaluative element of thinking. The word critical is intended to be constructive evaluation and is not
meant to be a negative action as in the word criticize. During the critical thinking process, an
individual evaluates the outcomes of her thinking and evaluates how good a decision she made.
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Halpern, a psychologist, emphasized cognition in her definition of critical thinking. She defined
critical thinking as “the use of those cognitive skills or strategies that increase the probability of a
desirable outcome” (p.70).
To respond to the numerous and varied definitions, the American Philosophical Association (APA) sought to develop a consensus definition (APA, 1990). In the late 1980s the APA
invited Peter Facione, a philosopher, to be the lead investigator on a systematic inquiry into the
state of college-level critical thinking (Facione, 1990). The researchers used the Delphi Method,
a systematic and interactive qualitative research methodology in which a panel of experts participates in several rounds of questionnaires during which they provide their expert judgments and
rationales for those judgments. Throughout the process, the panelists shape the direction of the
investigation with an aim of consensus. The process began in February 1988 and continued
through November 1989. There were 46 higher education professionals and of those panelists
philosophers comprised 52%. Of the remaining panelists, 22% were affiliated with education,
20% with the social sciences, and 6% with the physical sciences. The panelists described an ideal realizing that no one may be expert in all the skills and demonstrate all the dispositions they
described. However, the panelists wished to set a goal to guide curriculum development and assessment. Their consensus statement, reported by Facione (1990), was:
We understand critical thinking to be purposeful, self-regulatory judgment which results
in interpretation, analysis, evaluation, and inference, as well as explanation of the evidential, conceptual, methodological, criteriological, or contextual considerations upon which
that judgment is based. CT is essential as a tool of inquiry. As such, CT is a liberating
force in education and a powerful resource in one’s personal and civic life. While not
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synonymous with good thinking, CT is a pervasive and self-rectifying human phenomenon (p. 2).
Paul, Elder, and Bartell (1997) coined the third wave (1994-1997) of the Critical Thinking Movement as A Time of Depth & Comprehensiveness in Theory & Practice. During this
time researchers and practitioners tried to develop more rigorous research studies and theories
that described a more comprehensive concept of critical thinking. In 1995, Paul defined critical
thinking as “thinking about your thinking while you’re thinking to make your thinking better”
(p.91). Another definition from Paul (1995) was:
Critical thinking is a unique kind of purposeful thinking in which the thinker systematically and habitually imposes criteria and intellectual standards upon the thinking, taking
charge of the construction of thinking, guiding the construction of the thinking according
to the standards, assessing the effectiveness of the thinking according to the purpose, the
criteria, and the standards. (p. 21)
2007 to the present
New voices have begun contributing to the discussions around critical thinking. ThayerBacon (2000a), Nel Noddings (2006), and Bell Hooks (2010) focused on the relational aspects of
critical thinking. Their writings viewed critical thinking as an interactive process in which we
engage and relate to others. Barbara Thayer-Bacon, a philosopher, has explored critical thinking
from a feminist perspective and described splits between the varieties of concepts within the field
of critical thinking. She explained that theorists have developed splits between mind and body,
reason and emotions, and objective and subjective, but she does not believe that these splits are
necessary. In her view critical thinkers are part of a community of thinkers rather than lone
thinkers. Thayer-Bacon used an analogy of a quilting bee likened to a community of thinkers
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where the community of thinkers is comprised of quilters who use tools. To the quilters, pins
and needles are the tools, but to the thinkers, tools are reason, imagination, intuition, and emotions. Tools are used to put our ideas together as in piecing fabric together to form a quilt.
Nel Noddings (2006) defined critical thinking as the “diligent and skillful use of reason
on matters of moral/social importance – on personal decision making, conduct, and belief”
(p.32). She added that teachers must ask learners hard questions that require reflection. One of
the purposes of critical thinking, according to Noddings, is to open up discussion about issues
such as race, gender, war, poverty, consumerism, and the environment.
Educator and writer, Bell Hooks (2010) described the interactive process of critical thinking as one in which teachers and students are both participants. She defined critical thinking as
finding answers about the who, what, when, where, and how of a situation. She explained that
children are inclined to be critical thinkers naturally. However, by the time they reach college
many have lost their passion and are comfortable with being passive learners rather than actively
engaged in refection and learning. She called for a renewed approach to the classroom as a
learning community in which we are empowered through critical thinking.
Critical thinking has been described in many ways from the time of Socrates through today (see Appendix A for a list of definitions). Theorists, educators, philosophers, and psychologists continue to examine the concept. There seems to be general agreement that critical thinking
is goal-directed and purposeful. The goal may be to solve a problem, consider alternatives, or to
improve one’s thinking. Various definitions have referred to skills and dispositions that are part
of critical thinking and go beyond one’s knowledge of critical thinking.
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Skills and Dispositions
Philosophers and educators have described critical thinking as being made up of various
skills. Van Gelder (2005) described critical thinking as a higher order skill that involves complex, complicated processes and composed of subskills that are simpler and easier to obtain.
Learners must be able to put these skills together in an integrated manner. Paul (1984) discussed
the importance of integrating macro-logical skills into critical thinking skills. Although there is
general agreement that there are critical thinking skills, there is little agreement about what those
skills are. Fisher, Spiker, and Riedel (2009) conducted a literature review of critical thinking and
identified eight skills (frame the message, recognize gist in material, develop an explanation that
ties information elements together in a plausible way, generalize from specific instances to
broader classes, use mental imagery, challenge one's bias, examine other people's perspectives,
decide when to see information based on its value and cost). The APA's Delphi Project
(Facione, 1990) developed a list of six cognitive skills and sixteen subskills (see Table 1.1)
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Table 1.1 APA's Critical Thinking Skills and Subskills
Skill
Interpretation

Analysis

Evaluation
Inference

Explanation

Self-regulation

Subskills

















Categorization
Decoding significance
Clarifying meaning
Examining ideas
Identifying arguments
Analyzing arguments
Assessing claims
Assessing arguments
Querying evidence
Conjecturing alternatives
Drawing conclusions
Stating results
Justifying procedures
Presenting arguments
Self-examination
Self-correction

Dispositions (also referred to as attitudes, characteristics, habits of mind, or traits) are
specific tendencies that dispose an individual to use their intellectual resources to apply principles of critical thinking (Bailin, Case, Coombs, & Daniels, 1999a). Ennis (1996) described a
disposition as a tendency to behave in a particular way under certain conditions. Facione,
Sanchez, Facione, & Gainen (1995) described the disposition toward critical thinking as a consistent internal motivation to use critical thinking to address problems and make decisions. As
with critical thinking skills, there are numerous lists that describe characteristics of critical thinkers. Four sets of characteristics of critical thinking are displayed in Table 1.2 to illustrate the
range of characteristics described in the literature.
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Table 1.2 Dispositions/Characteristics of Critical Thinkers
Disposition/
Characteristics

Clear about issues
Confidence in reason
Consensus-seeking
Fair-mindedness
Flexibility
Inquiring attitude;
willingness to
Question
Intellectual
Autonomy
Intellectual courage
Intellectual empathy
Intellectual
humility; honest in
facing personal
biases
Intellectual integrity
Metacognitive
monitoring
Open-mindedness
Orderly; systematic
in complex matters
Persistence
Prudent in making
judgments
Using criteria;
Reasonable in the
selection of criteria
Well-informed
Willingness to plan
Willingness to
reconsider/selfcorrect

Source

Source

Source

Source

Halpern,
1997

Bailin, Case,
Coombs, &
Daniels,
1999b

Delphi Project Paul & Elder,
(APA),
2009
Facione, 1990
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Although many authors agree that a person’s disposition toward critical thinking is important (Ennis, 1996; Facione, 2000; Paul & Elder, 2009), Facione noted that there is little research about the specific elements that make up a critical thinking disposition or how to measure
the disposition of critical thinkers. Facione stated that the disposition of critical thinkers should
be measured and analyzed through empirical research. To address this issue Facione and his colleagues developed the California Critical Thinking Dispositions Inventory.
Theoretical Foundations
Because of the numerous definitions of critical thinking it follows that there is not one
comprehensive theory. The various theories of critical thinking examine assumptions about
knowledge and thinking, ways to understand knowledge and thinking, and how that understanding affects the development of critical thinking skills. They focus on reflective thinking, cognitive development, intellectual and ethical development, the critical theory, and Paul's substantive
concept.
Reflective Thinking Theories
Several authors have contributed to the understanding of the important role that reflection
plays in critical thinking. John Dewey (1910/2007) referred to reflective thinking as "active,
persistent, and careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of
the grounds that support it and the further conclusion to which it tends" (p. 7). Dewey asserted
that the need for reflective judgments arises when a person identifies a problem or issue that cannot be resolved by formal logic. He noted that a person must reflect by considering carefully
one’s beliefs and evidence that support or do not support those beliefs. Dewey increased our
awareness of how human thought is grounded in purpose, one of the defining characteristics of
critical thinking. He was one of the early educational philosophers who argued that it was im-
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portant to apply critical thinking to everyday problems and not to hypothetical logic problems
only (Paul, Elder, & Bartell, 1997).
King and Kitchener (2004) developed the Reflective Judgment Model to describe how reflective thinking develops within a person. According to their model, a learner must evaluate
and integrate data and theory to develop a reasonable solution. They stated that as learners try to
solve unclear and imprecise problems they begin to understand that knowledge has an uncertainty. Further, as learners increase their ability to be reflective and critical in their thinking they
have a better understanding of how knowing happens. According to King and Kitchener, as
learners react to ill-structured problems that do not have clear correct or incorrect answers, they
demonstrate how they are maturing in their thinking along four dimensions. The dimensions are
use of evidence, use of authority, plausibility of the argument, and evaluation. In the final stage,
learners view their knowledge more constructively and understand how experiences shape their
thinking. This ability to understand how you arrived at your own thinking enhances the ability to
see multiple points of view, an important trait for critical thinkers (Paul & Elder, 2009).
Dewey’s concept of reflection and practical inquiry has influenced the development of
Garrison’s Community of Inquiry model (Garrison, 1991). Garrison described an educational
community of inquiry as a group of people who collaborate in purposeful discussion and reflect
to construct meaning and understanding. The model is a process in which three core elements
(cognitive presence, social presence, and teaching presence) interact to create an educational experience (Boris & Hall, 2005; Garrison, 1991). According to Garrison, reflection and critical
thinking occur within the element of cognitive presence. Garrison, Anderson, and Archer (2000)
developed a variation on the Community of Inquiry model called the Practical Inquiry Model.
The Practical Inquiry Model can be used to help learners progress through the process of critical
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thinking. The four phases in their process are triggering event, exploration, integration, and resolution. Both models have been used as the theoretical framework for the development and research in critical thinking and online learning in higher education.
Theories of Cognitive Development
Jean Piaget’s work in cognitive development has been linked to the concept of critical
thinking (Kincheloe & Weil, 2004; Paul, 2005; Thayer-Bacon, 2000b; Tice, 1997; University of
Maryland, 2006). Paul, Elder, and Bartell (1997) noted that through Piaget we have increased
awareness of the tendency for humans to think egocentrically and sociocentrically, barriers to
reasoning with multiple viewpoints, and, hence, being a critical thinker. Piaget’s idea that learners learn while actively participating rather than as watching passively has influenced the development of active learning strategies in teaching critical thinking (Thayer-Bacon, 2000b). Kincheloe and Weil (2004) theorized that critical thinking was a type of cognition that extended Piaget’s formal linear stages. Reigel (1973) noted that there was a fifth stage beyond Piaget’s four
stages (sensorimotor stage, pre-operational stage, concrete operational stage, and formal operational stage). He referred to this fifth stage as dialectical reasoning and described it as beyond
logic where individuals question and analyze assumptions. Tice (1997) stated that critical thinking occurs within Reigel’s fifth stage.
Lev Vygotsky (1896-1935) was a Russian psychologist who, like Piaget, theorized that
we construct thinking actively within ourselves (Thayer-Bacon, 2000a). Vygotsky (1978) asserted that social interaction plays a critical role in cognitive development. This view of constructive learning emphasizes that knowledge is personal (as some earlier theorists thought) but
also public. The idea of constructive learning or constructivism holds that experiences facilitate
knowledge. This concept has translated into experiential and interactive learning activities that
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are used to facilitate critical thinking (Lyutykh, 2009; Miller, 2004; Puolimatka, 2003; Savery &
Duffy, 2001).
William Perry’s Scheme of Intellectual and Ethical Development
Perry (1970) developed a theory about the intellectual and ethical development of college
students called the Scheme of Intellectual and Ethical Development. He described four stages
through which college students develop that can be characterized in terms of a student's attitude
towards knowledge. In Stage 1 students see knowledge as a collection of facts and learning as a
way to acquire information. In Stage 2 students begin to understand that there are conflicting
ideas and begin to trust their intuition. Students in Stage 3 realize that there are different qualities in opinions, begin to use objective analysis to make decisions, and are more systematic in
their reasoning. In Stage 4, students are able to construct and integrate the knowledge they learn
from others with their experiences and their reflections. Perry’s theory illustrates the development of how college students understand the nature of knowledge and the link to how college
students develop critical thinking. His Scheme of Intellectual and Ethical Development was a
foundational theory for King and Kitchener’s Reflective Judgment Model, described earlier.
Critical Theory
Critical theory seeks to describe how social groups achieve and keep power and how different groups resist that power (Hursh, 2004). Critical theory has been used in many ways including examining questions about educational practice such as the role of critical thinking in
higher education (Thayer-Bacon, 2000a). Critical theory relates to ‘praxis’ described by Freire
(1970) as reflection and taking action to transform the world. Toner and Rountree (2003) connected critical theory and critical thinking as interdependent. They stated that the two ideas reinforce analysis and reflection. The authors explained that both are the foundation for motivating
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students to move beyond facts to the application of reasoning skills, ultimately to challenge their
way of thinking and change society. They stated that critical thinking enables learners to explore
social realities to analyze power structures and implement social action. Critical theory can be
used to inform instruction through reflection and questioning.
Richard Paul’s Substantive Concept of Critical Thinking
Richard Paul (2005) described a concept of critical thinking that has been referred to as
substantive or robust and as a theory by some (Thayer-Bacon, 2000b; Hale, 2008). Paul, a philosopher, has several definitions of critical thinking, which he considers appropriate given the
multidimensional state of critical thinking. Two of his definitions are that critical thinking is
"the art of thinking about thinking in an intellectually disciplined way” (2005, p. 28) and "selfdirected, self-disciplined, self-monitored, self-corrective thinking" (Paul & Elder, 2009, p. 4).
One of the main constructs behind Paul’s theory is metacognition or one’s knowledge about
one’s thoughts. Paul (2005) explained that critical thinkers work towards improving their thinking in three interrelated stages. Initially, critical thinkers analyze their thinking, assess their
thinking, and then as a result of their assessment they improve their thinking. Paul believes that
it is human nature to think, but it is not necessarily human nature to think well because we are
biased by our prejudice, ignorance, self-deception, and mythology.
Paul and his colleague Linda Elder (2009), an educational psychologist, described intellectual standards, elements of reasoning and intellectual traits related to critical thinking (see
Figure 1.1). Critical thinkers apply intellectual standards to the elements of reasoning. Through
this process critical thinkers develop these intellectual traits from disciplined and consistent use
of applying the intellectual standards to the elements of reasoning.
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Intellectual Standards











Clarity
Precision
Depth
Logic
Fairness
Accuracy
Relevance
Breadth
Significance
Completeness

Elements of Reasoning









Purpose (What are the purposes, goals, and
objectives of the reasoning)
Questions (What is/are the questions at issue?)
Information (Is the reasoning supporting by
data, information? Is more needed? )
Concepts (What key concepts/theories that can
be used in this reasoning?)
Assumption (What is being taken for granted?
Points of view (Have all perspectives been explored?)
Inferences (Does data support conclusion?)
Implications (What consequences will happen
if line of reasoning followed or not followed?)

Intellectual Traits









Confidence in reason (Confident that using reason is worthwhile)
Fair-mindedness
Intellectual autonomy (Humans should learn to think for themselves)
Intellectual courage (Willingness to address viewpoints that may have negative
connotations
Intellectual empathy (Ability to put oneself in other's place
Intellectual humility (Recognize one's biases, ego
Intellectual integrity (Consistent in applying standards, admit inconsistencies
Intellectual perseverance (Continue to think critically and improve thinking regardless of obstacle)

Figure 1.1. Richard Paul’s Substantive Concept of Critical Thinking (Paul & Elder, 2009)
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Relationship to Other Constructs
There are several constructs that have been associated with critical thinking. These include Bloom’s Taxonomy and higher-order thinking skills, creative thinking, decision making,
and problem solving.
Bloom’s Taxonomy and higher-order thinking skills. Beginning in 1948, Benjamin
Bloom led other educators in classifying educational goals and objectives. The result of their
work was published in 1956 and is now known as Bloom’s Taxonomy. Bloom and his colleagues hypothesized that using higher-level thinking skills would improve knowledge (Reinstein & Lander, 2008). Bloom’s Taxonomy classified types of thinking that facilitate the learning process. The taxonomy is illustrated usually as stair steps with thinking skills differentiated
by levels. In this multi-tiered model that looks at cognition, the lowest three levels are
knowledge, comprehension, and application. The highest three levels (also called Higher Order
Thinking Skills) are analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. Krathwohl (2002) described a revised
Bloom’s Taxonomy and identified remembering, understanding, and applying as the lower three
levels and analyzing, evaluating, and creating as the highest three levels. Manton, Kerneck, and
Russ (2008) used Bloom’s Taxonomy to develop learning objectives and evaluate knowledge
and critical thinking in a college marketing course. They proposed that using Bloom’s Taxonomy improves knowledge and assessment, but they provided no research findings to justify their
statements. Brown (2005) recommended using Bloom’s Taxonomy as a road map to structure
and organize critical thinking in the learning environment. She cautioned that Bloom’s Taxonomy should not be used to evaluate learning but to organize it. Reinstein and Lander (2008) recommended using Bloom’s taxonomy as a way to develop questions that can be used in teaching
critical thinking skills. For example, to focus on the evaluation level an instructor might ask stu-
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dents if they agree with someone's actions or what judgments they might make about a specific
belief. Reinstein and Lander recommended that instructors focus on the top three levels when
teaching critical thinking. Brown agreed but added that critical thinking also happens at the application level.
There has been criticism of Bloom’s Taxonomy in teaching critical thinking. Brown
(2005) noted the inflexibility of the structure of the taxonomy and explained that the taxonomy
does not address all learners or learning processes and assumes that learners learn linearly. She
argued that the taxonomy focuses more on the teacher than on the learner. Paul and Elder (2009)
cautioned that Bloom’s Taxonomy should not be the sole foundation upon which critical thinking learning activities are focused. To do so ignores the important aspects of dispositions and
emotions involved in critical thinking. Paul and Elder stressed that the level of quality of higher
order thinking can be inconsistent. Lipman (2003) stated that while useful Bloom’s Taxonomy
omits logical reasoning and that has led to a lack of attention on teaching critical thinking.
Creative thinking. Paul and Elder (2008b) stated that critical and creative thinking are
inseparable with creative thinking having a generative function and critical thinking serving an
assessment function. The authors characterized creative thinking as a process that involves producing or making thoughts while critical thinking is a process in which what was generated is
assessed. Simpson and Courtney (2002) described creative thinking as “a combination of
knowledge and imagination” (p. 12). They characterized a creative thinker as one who is willing
to imagine possibilities with a playful attitude even in adults. Miller (2004) also linked creative
thinking to play. She defined creative thinking as “the deliberate and active use of imagination”
(p. 37) and related it to Vygotsky’s concept of play in which an individual creates imaginary situations. In this way, play may lead to the development of abstract thought (Vygotsky, 1978).
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Paul (2005) described critical thinkers as persons who think explicitly in three phases that
are interrelated. He explained that in the first phase critical thinkers analyze thinking, in the second phase they assess thinking, and in the third phase they improve their thinking as a result of
their analysis and assessment. Paul placed creative thinking in the third phase in which critical
thinkers seek to improve their thinking. To Paul, creative thinking flows naturally from critical
thinking and raises one’s critical thinking to a higher level. Paul and Elder (2008b) noted that
creative thinkers must apply intellectual standards and disciplined thinking as critical thinkers
do. Without criteria to measure thinking, thoughts are just novelty that has no value. Miller
(2004) argued a similar point and described a person with strong critical thinking skills but weak
creative thinking skills as a person with a “monologic mind” (p. 38). Elder and Paul (2009) described monologic thought as one-dimensional with only one point of view. The term is compared to multilogic thought in which the thinker considers a variety of points of view.
Simpson and Courtney (2002) viewed creative thinking as motivation that leads to more
interesting thought and work. Miller (2004) illustrated the motivational role of creative thinking
in her case study of the development of critical and creative thinking of students in a literaturehistory class. The course, developed from a Vygotskian perspective, engaged students in dialogue and provided strategies for students to generate ideas (creative thinking) and to assess
those ideas (critical thinking) to develop individual points of view. Miller summarized her article by stating that creative and critical thinking work together in our minds to create meaning.
Decision making. Decision making is another construct that has been related to critical
thinking. Simpson and Courtney (2002) explained that decision making involves assessing possible actions, evaluating them, and making a decision about which action to follow. The authors
noted that applying critical thinking during the decision making process adds clarification and
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reasoning. Bailin et al. (1999a) added that decision making is often contrasted with critical
thinking. However, they argued that decision making is not a type of thinking and should not be
compared to critical thinking. They stated that decision making is a setting in which critical
thinking should occur.
Problem solving. Problem solving is another construct that is often related to critical
thinking. As in their description of decision making, Bailin et al. (1999a) described problem
solving as an activity in which critical thinking should happen. Nosich (2005a) explained that
although critical thinking may consist of problem solving, critical thinking goes beyond what is
involved in solving a problem. In problem solving we encounter a problem and look for a specific solution. In critical thinking, however, some problems must be addressed and reasoned
through but not solved. Nosich noted that some questions, situations, issues, or topics are too
complex, ill formed, or muddy to be considered problems that are to be solved.
Critical thinking and learning. Many researchers, theorists, and practitioners agree that
critical thinking can be learned (Brookfield, 1987; Fischer, Spiker & Riedel, 2009; Halpern,
1999; Kurfiss, 1988; McPeck, 1981; Tice, 1997; Van Gelder, 2005). Critical thinking and effective learning are linked naturally according to Paul (2005). He explained that an important part
of the learning process involves the ability to be able to think about what one is learning. Further, he noted that to become a skilled learner one must think critically about one’s learning on a
regular basis. Paul and Elder (2009) stated that metacognition connects critical thinking and
learning. They explained that the same metacognitive skills are needed for both and developed a
list of elements for reasoning (see Figure 1.1). Paul (2005) noted that we use these same elements of reasoning for critical thinking and for learning. For example, two of the elements of
reasoning are key concepts and conclusions. Paul said that during the learning process critical
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thinkers should ask themselves about the key concepts they are studying and what conclusions
can be made.
Another example of the relationship between critical thinking and learning lies in the potential use of critical thinking across the higher education curriculum. The process of critical
thinking can be used across the fundamental academic activities used of the learning process in
higher education – writing, reading, listening and discussing. Regardless of the area of study
learners must ask questions, find and use appropriate evidence, analyze, synthesize, and evaluate
information. Toner and Rountree (2003) described critical thinking as a “tool of knowledge
building” (p. 82), and Nosich (2005b) emphasized the value of critical thinking as a method for
facilitating learning about a specific subject matter.
To assess how critical thinking impacts learning some researchers have focused on the relationship between critical thinking and academic variables. Williams and Worth (2001) and
Tsui (2002) reviewed the literature and found it is difficult to find a cause and effect relationship
between critical thinking and academic variables. For example, critical thinking is sometimes
used to predict grade point average (GPA), and there are cases in which GPA predicts critical
thinking. The authors described research that indicates critical thinking is correlated with certain
course grades. For example, higher critical thinking scores are correlated with higher grades in
introductory physics, introductory psychology, and human development courses. Their review
of the literature found that critical thinking scores increase across the college years. However,
assessing critical thinking and its relationship to learning in higher education can be complex.
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Assessment
There are a several methods available to assess critical thinking of students in the higher
education environment. Evaluation methods reflect the concepts and definitions of critical thinking upon which they are based. That we have such a variety of methods is no surprise given the
variety of definitions and concepts of critical thinking. Tice (1997) hypothesized that the difficulty in measuring critical thinking contributes to the lack of one dominant definition and theory.
The Purposes of Assessment
Critical thinking assessment methods can provide valuable feedback to an individual
learner, group of learners, instructors, and the institution and its stakeholders. Assessment methods can provide information to help learners identify strengths and weaknesses and plan accordingly, assist instructors in designing instruction, improve their teaching and learning, guide institutions in adapting their curriculum, and demonstrate accountability to stakeholders.
Desired Characteristics of a Critical Thinking Assessment
There seems to be universal acceptance that students, instructors, and institutions need to
evaluate critical thinking. However, there is no one universally accepted assessment or evaluation approach. Huba and Freed (2000) explained that multiple-choice or true-false tests that have
been used traditionally to assess learning could limit the value of critical thinking assessment
since critical thinking is complex and multidimensional. Bers (2005), Huba and Freed (2000),
and Possin (2008) described what they saw as essential components or characteristics of any assessment of critical thinking. Huba and Freed (2000) recommended eight characteristics they
considered as essential to any assessment of critical thinking. The assessment should be valid
(the information gathered is useful in facilitating learning), coherent (leads to what the assessment intended), authentic (includes problems, questions or issues that are not well-defined), rig-
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orous (leads learners to use different types of knowledge such as declarative, procedural, and
metacognitive knowledge), engaging (developed in a way that interest and motivate students),
challenging (encourages students), respectful (considers the diversity and individuality of students), and responsive (developed in such a way that appropriate feedback is provided to learners
allowing them to improve critical thinking).
Bers (2005) recommended that any assessment approach must incorporate real world
questions, issues, and problems. She added that assessments must allow students to apply critical thinking to poorly defined and messy issues that cannot be answered by rote memorization
techniques or that have one correct answer. Possin (2008) identified the need for assessments to
be open-ended, practical projects. He added that many instructors with whom he had spoken
thought that the only true measure of critical thinking was life.
Methods of Assessment
Critical thinking of students in higher education is measured by non-objective and objective assessments. Non-objective assessments include self-reported surveys, portfolios, essays,
and rubrics. The major objective assessments are the California Critical Thinking Dispositions
Inventory, the California Critical Thinking Skills Test, the Collegiate Assessment of Academic
Proficiency, the Cornell Critical Thinking Test, and the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal.
Non-objective assessments.
Self-reported surveys. Although Possin (2008) referred to self-report surveys as “notoriously unreliable indicators of actual competencies” (p. 207), many faculty and administrators use
self-report surveys to gather students’ perceptions of their own critical skills development. Some
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of these surveys are created by faculty to collect information for developing courses and learning
activities.
Portfolios. Possin (2008) recommended portfolios as an appropriate way to encourage
self-reflection. The American Association of Colleges and Universities (2009) assessed electronic portfolios (e-portfolios) and found them to be effective in promoting critical thinking.
Huba and Freed (2000) explained that portfolio assessments help students be more involved in
their learning process by taking responsibility and ownership. Huba and Freed described two
types of portfolios. The first type, the all-inclusive portfolio, is a complete record of all coursework a student has done and includes a critique of their work to improve metacognition, an important component of critical thinking. A second type of portfolio is the selection portfolio designed to meet a specific goal. Students include only a sample of their best work that represents
the goal along with written reflections. Regardless of the type of portfolio, Huba and Freed suggested that students might share their reflections, an important tool for critical thinking, through
logs, records, or journals. Possin suggested that students include documents such as critical reviews or analytical essays that demonstrate their critical thinking skills.
Assessment essays. Possin (2008) considered assessment essays as valuable tools for focusing on students’ development and critical review of arguments. He identified the Ennis-Weir
Critical Thinking Essay Thinking Test, International Critical Thinking Essay Test, and Collegiate Learning Assessment as three instruments used in higher education for assessment and
teaching tools.
Robert Ennis and Eric Weir (1985) developed the Ennis-Weir Critical Thinking Essay
with an intended population of seventh graders through college (Possin, 2008). Students are given 40 minutes to respond to an eight-paragraph target article and then to write a letter to the edi-
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tor to express their points and justify their arguments. Possin noted that this assessment was a
good choice to use in courses designed to develop global critical thinking skills such as analyzing and evaluating actions and beliefs.
The International Critical Thinking Essay Test, developed by the Foundation for Critical
Thinking (Foundation for Critical Thinking, 2009), asks test-takers to analyze a provided article
by describing the purpose, key question, important information, main conclusion, key concepts,
assumptions, implications, and points of view (Paul’s Elements of Thought). Students are given
points (0-10) for their responses. The intended population is not specifically stated but the authors refer to students in their descriptions of the test. Possin (2008) critiqued this test by noting
the possible difficulties with consistent scoring if multiple graders are used.
The Collegiate Learning Assessment (CLA) is an online assessment designed for college
students. The test-takers are asked to make an argument based on an opinion of an issue that is
presented to them. Secondly, students have to critique an argument they are given. Possin
(2008) indicated that this test’s cost might make it prohibitive.
Rubrics. Rubrics are scoring guides that allow instructors and students to reach reliable
assessments about student work. Rubrics are used to judge one or more performance factors and
to establish what proficiency looks like for a specific result (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005).
Perkins and Murphy (2006) described a rubric to identify engagement in critical thinking
that rates learners in assessment, clarification, inference, and strategies. Facione and Facione
(1994) developed the Holistic Critical Thinking Scoring Rubric that has four levels and integrates skills and dispositions. The Washington State University Critical and Integrative Thinking Scale (WSUCITS) (Center for Teaching, Learning & Technology at Washington State University, 2006) is a rubric for measuring critical thinking across a variety of disciplines and for
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different instructional methods. The instructor or researcher uses a 6-point Likert scale to rate
students on various skills. The project website (WSU Critical Thinking Project, n.d.) stated that
the investigators found critical thinking gains in courses that incorporated the rubric. The American Association of Colleges and Universities (2009) developed a critical thinking rubric for undergraduate learning to provide a framework of what is expected to serve as evidence of learning. The rubric, developed by instructors in higher education, was meant to evaluate undergraduate student learning and encourage discussion at the institutional level.
Objective assessments.
California Critical Thinking Dispositions Inventory (CCTDI). Developed in 1992 and
designed for the adult population, the CCTDI can be administered in 20 minutes either online or
as a paper and pencil test. The test is based on the APA's Delphi Project definition of critical
thinking and measures the dispositions of truth seeking, open-mindedness, analyticity, systematicity, critical thinking self-confidence, inquisitiveness, and maturity of judgment (Facione et al.,
1995).
California Critical Thinking Skills Test (CCTST). The CCTST, developed in 1990 to
measure critical thinking in college and university students, is based on the APA’s Delphi Project definition of critical thinking as comprised of the cognitive skills of interpretation, analysis,
inference, evaluation, explanation, and self-regulation” (Facione, 2000). The CCTST has subscales for each of those skills and provides a score for each of the six sub-scales and an overall
score for critical thinking. The CCTST has two equivalent, alternate forms (Form A and Form
B) with 34 multiple-choice items. The test was designed to fit within a 50-minute college class
period and takes 45 minutes to complete. The test can be administered as a paper and pencil test
or online. Jacobs (1999) conducted an analysis of Forms A and B of the CCTST (Forms A and
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B). He found low correlations between test items and concluded that low reliabilities could be
related to poor item design. Possin (2008) called the CCTST "a very respectable assessment
test" (p. 221).
Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency (CAAP). CAAP, used by universities to
evaluate general education outcomes, assesses assumptions, conclusions, flaws in arguments,
logical inconsistencies, and premises. Students have 40 minutes to examine four short readings
of six to twelve paragraphs each and answer eight four-choice questions for each reading. Criticisms include expense, cultural bias, and that the test may assess reading comprehension rather
than critical thinking (Possin, 2008).
Cornell Critical Thinking Test (CCTT) Level Z. Based on Robert Ennis’ conception of
critical thinking (1962), The CCTT Level Z is designed to test critical thinking skills in persons
beyond 12th grade. The skills tested are deduction, credibility of evidence, identification of assumptions, induction, semantics, and prediction. There are 52 three-choice items and test time is
50 minutes. The CCTT Level Z has been normed on undergraduates and graduate students from
a variety of fields, but there have been few validation studies of the test. Frisby (1991) suggested
that the CCTT Level Z needed easier items to distinguish low and medium ability students.
Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal (WGCTA). The WGCTA is the oldest of
the critical thinking tests. Goodwin Watson, a psychology professor at Columbia University, and
Edward Glaser, Watson’s doctoral student, developed the WGCTA in 1941 as part of Glaser’s
doctoral dissertation (Fisher, Spiker, & Riedel, 2009). The test has been revised several times
with the most recent revision in 1980. Although the authors defined critical thinking as a composite of knowledge, skills, and attitudes, the WGCTA measures skills only. The test is designed
for persons at the 9th grade level through adulthood. The WGCTA comes in two equivalent, al-
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ternate forms (Form A and B) that may be given as a paper and pencil test or online. Students
have 60 minutes to complete 80 multiple-choice items organized into five 16-item subtests. The
subtests assess skills in deduction, evaluation of arguments, inference, interpretation, and recognition of assumptions. The scores on the subscales are added to get a total critical score. Because Forms A and B took 60 minutes and did not fit in a typical class period, a new form, the
Short Form, was developed with a 30-minute administration time. It has 40 items and has the
same five subscales as Forms A and B. A criticism is that four of the five subscales only have
two options for the answers (Possin, 2008).
Analyses of objective assessments. According to several authors (Facione et al., 1995;
Jacobs, 1999; Possin, 2008), many of the objective tests have mixed results when it comes to
psychometric markers. The three most frequently used tests (CCTST, WGCTA, and CCTT) may
tap different abilities based on reported relatively low inter-correlations. However, WGCTA and
CCTT correlate quite highly when administered to both undergraduates and graduate students,
implying they may be testing similar skills. On many tests, reliability estimates for the subscales
of the tests have not been assessed or have been relatively low (Facione et al., 1995; Jacobs,
1999; Possin, 2008). Jacobs conducted an analysis of Forms A and B of the CCTST and found
low correlations between test items. He concluded that low reliabilities could be related to poor
item design for one or more of the tests. Many critical thinking tests have not been subjected to
rigorous research as have other tests, such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test, the Graduate Record
Exam, or the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale. Fisher, Spiker, & Riedel (2009) noted that
many tests of critical thinking measure informal logic rather than a broader concept of critical
thinking. Different evaluations of the assessments are a reflection of the multidimensional nature
of critical thinking and that they test different skills. Another challenge in critical thinking as-
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sessment is that some critical thinking tests base their claim of construct validity on subjective
judgment of professionals in the critical thinking field, and there is little empirical research to
back up those subjective claims (Frisby, 1991).
National Testing Effort
During the George W. Bush Administration, U.S. Secretary of Education, Margaret
Spellings, commissioned a report about higher education. Called the Spellings Commission on
the Future of Higher Education (U.S. Department of Education, 2006), the completed report recommended that a national standardized outcome test be developed for college students to assess
writing, problem solving skills, and critical thinking. This 19-member commission emphasized
that critical thinking was an important outcome to measure and urged extensive testing. There
was a vigorous debate among educators about the commission’s recommendation. Lee Shulman
(2007), former President of The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, agreed
with the Spellings Commission that it was important that educators and institutions in higher education be accountable to students for developing their critical thinking. However, he argued
that using only one or a few national tests would lead to high-stakes testing that may result in
teaching to the test. Robert Ennis (2008) summarized the discussion on the national listserv of
the Association for Informal Logic and Critical Thinking (AILACT) as a strong rejection of the
government requiring a specific or a few critical thinking tests. Ennis agreed with Shulman and
stated that any requirement of a specific or just a few critical thinking tests would lead to a politicization of critical thinking. He explained that among AILACT listserv members there was
strong support for critical thinking testing to be controlled and supervised locally.
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Applications of Theories, Models, and Concepts
There seems to be agreement that a primary goal in higher education is to develop critical
thinkers (Bers, 2005; Ennis, 1987; Halpern, 1997; Jacobs, 1999; Kincheloe and Weir, 2004;
Kurfiss, 1988; National Education Goals Panel, 1991; Norris & Ennis, 1986; Scheffler, 1997;
Tsui, 2002; Van Gelder, 2005). However, instructors in higher education struggle with how best
to design effective instruction that engages students in learning and applying critical thinking
(Nosich, 2005b; Paul, Elder & Bartell, 1997; Reinstein & Lander, 2008; Snyder & Snyder,
2008). Various theories, models and related concepts facilitate the development and improvement of critical thinking in students in higher education and may be organized around


critical thinking within courses and across the curriculum;



general considerations in incorporating critical thinking into learning environments;



instructional techniques for facilitating critical thinking;



overcoming barriers to teaching critical thinking in higher education; and



faculty development in teaching critical thinking.

Critical Thinking within Courses and Across the Curriculum
There has been an ongoing debate in higher education about where the teaching of critical
thinking should reside in the curriculum. Should it be taught as a stand-alone course, embedded
within a course, or across an entire curriculum? This question centers on identifying the skills
related to critical thinking and whether critical thinking is a general skill or a subject-specific
skill.
Ennis (1987) described general, infusion, immersion, and mixed types of courses or approaches in teaching critical thinking. The general course is one in which the development of
critical thinking skills and characteristics is the explicit learning objective. The general critical
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thinking course has no specific subject matter beyond critical thinking. The concept of a general
course that includes the principles of critical thinking grew out of the concept of critical thinking
as a general skill (Ennis, 1962; Lipman, 1988). This viewpoint explains critical thinking as primarily logic, and courses in logic and reasoning or critical thinking specifically are generally
provided through philosophy departments. In these courses students are exposed to critical
thinking processes separate from a specific discipline, and it is assumed that the generic critical
thinking skills will transfer across subjects. Lipman (2003), a professor of philosophy, argued
that teaching critical thinking in a stand-alone course is a basic foundation and helps students
who may not have enough subject matter knowledge to benefit from a course in which critical
thinking is embedded into existing subject matter. Wright (2002) noted that critical thinking
courses allow learners to immerse themselves into critical thinking and not be distracted by trying to learn new subject matter. McPeck (1981) criticized stand-alone critical thinking courses
stating that one must understand a subject first before they can think critically.
Ennis (1987) described infusion as an approach in which critical thinking skills are embedded within a course and are explicitly stated as a course objective. Theorists such as John
McPeck (1981) and Weinstein (1995) conceptualized critical thinking as a discipline-specific
skill that must be taught within a context. Bailin et al. (1999b), McPeck (1981), and Wright
(2002) explained that students require relevant knowledge related to problems within the context
of a discipline. They noted that this relevant knowledge is not available in a stand-alone critical
thinking class and that the infusion approach promotes transfer of critical thinking skills to content.
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Ennis’ (1987) third type of course is the immersion course in which learners do not receive explicit instruction in critical thinking. Critical thinking is taught implicitly through activities related to the course’s subject matter and is a by-product of instruction.
The fourth type of course described by Ennis (1987) is the mixed approach. Learners receive instruction in content specific critical thinking, but there is a separate track of the course
that addresses general critical thinking principles. In their meta-analysis, Abrami et al. (2008)
found that of the four approaches described by Ennis the mixed approach had the largest effect in
improving critical thinking skills and dispositions. The authors recommended that instructors
teach critical thinking explicitly within a course that focuses on specific subject matter.
Several theorists and educators (Halpern, 1997; Nosich, 2005b; Paul, 2005; Wright,
2002) recommended that critical thinking be incorporated into a variety of courses in different
ways. This idea of infusion of critical thinking across a curriculum seems to be used with more
frequency in higher education today to promote transfer of critical thinking skills beyond the
classroom (Wright, 2002, Paul, 1984; Thayer-Bacon, 2000b). This idea is based on the thought
that critical thinking is both a general and discipline specific skill (Paul, 2005; Siegel, 1997;
Thayer-Bacon, 2000a). Vallentyne and Accordino (1998) stated that a critical thinking course
should be required of all students to introduce the basic critical thinking skills, concepts, and
principles. These authors noted that, additionally, critical thinking should be incorporated across
the curriculum to create an environment that is able to apply critical thinking in a variety of
courses, including those that are in their major discipline of study. Paul (2005) explained that
stand-alone critical thinking courses can be valuable, but one or two stand-alone critical thinking
courses do not “effectively substitute for an organized emphasis across the curriculum” (p. 36.).
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Considerations in Incorporating Critical Thinking into Learning Environments
Several authors have provided cautions and considerations for course/curriculum designers and instructors. Noddings (2006) cautioned against using a formulaic approach in teaching
critical thinking in which a learner may be skilled in criticizing others arguments but unable to
develop and support their own thinking. Additionally, Noddings expressed concern that the development of critical thinking, a convergent way of thinking, may be at the expense of creative
thinking, a divergent way of thinking.
Nosich (2005b) critiqued the model in which instructors view content as a list of many
concepts and ideas that must be covered. He noted that trying to do so does not help students
establish a foundation of knowledge upon which to think critically and that students may disengage with learning and critical thinking when exposed to a learning environment in which the
instructor tries to cover huge amounts of material. He stated learners must differentiate between
central and peripheral components of a subject to help see the connections between concepts and
understand how the concepts within a discipline exist as a system. Choosing key concepts to
cover encourages students to think like practitioners of a specific system. For example, Nosich
said that teaching critical thinking across a math course should enable a student to think like a
mathematician. He argued that if a student can think like a mathematician they are armed to take
on more complex topics within that subject. Nosich proposed that critical thinking should inform the structure of course activities and have a central role in teaching. He added that many
approaches to critical thinking do not provide students with a systematic, functional, discipline
based approach to critical thinking. He recommended that a substantive approach such as Richard Paul’s be used in teaching regardless of the subject.
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The issue of transfer of learning is another consideration when incorporating critical
thinking in courses or across a curriculum. The goal of teaching to think critically is for learners
to be able to transfer knowledge. Learners must be able to think critically in novel situations
outside the classroom. Acquiring knowledge of critical thinking is not sufficient for becoming a
critical thinker (Van Gelder, 2005). To promote transfer of critical thinking many educators
agreed that it is effective to provide learners with multiple opportunities to practice the skill of
critical thinking using real-world problems (Allegretti & Frederick, 1995; Bailin, et al., 1999b;
Halpern, 1998; Van Gelder, 2005). This approach can be traced back to John Dewey’s
(1929/1990) theory that knowledge is acquired through practice and experimental inquiry in
practical action.
Involving students in their own learning is an important consideration for incorporating
critical thinking in higher education. Brookfield (1987) and Reinstein and Lander (2008) argued
that involving learners in critical thinking is the only way to develop them into critical thinkers.
Brookfield described several activities that instructors should incorporate in their teaching to engage learners in critical thinking. Instructors should facilitate learners to evaluate and challenge
the assumptions that they and others have and explore and imagine alternative ways to think and
behave. Brookfield proposed that instructors should encourage diversity, divergence, risk taking,
skepticism, and spontaneity. He recommended a flexible format where facilitators model openness and critical analysis to develop an environment with no presumption of perfection.
Instructional Approaches That Facilitate Critical Thinking
Educators use a variety of instructional strategies to facilitate critical thinking. Unfortunately, there is little empirical evidence to support choices. Fischer et al. (2009) reviewed 135
articles about teaching critical thinking and noted there is limited empirical research about the
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effectiveness of methods for teaching critical thinking. Most of the sources reviewed did not report qualitative or quantitative findings and were generally opinion papers. The authors reported
that the most often used and studied instructional approaches were active learning, collaborative
learning, concept maps, critical challenges, discussions, metacognition and reflection, online
learning, peer groups, problem-centered learning, questioning techniques, and service learning.
These approaches can be combined in a variety of ways.
Active learning. There is a body of research indicating that critical thinking is enhanced
through instructional strategies that promote active learning (Facione & Facione, 2008; Mandernach, Forrest, Babutzke & Manker, 2009; Smart & Csapo, 2003; Tsui, 2002). Bonwell and Eison (1991) defined active learning as “anything that involves students in doing things and thinking about what they are doing” (p. 2). Walker (2003) described how active learning techniques
such as questioning are important in promoting critical thinking. Stevens and Brenner (2009)
demonstrated that active learning strategies are essential through research indicating student
nurses who used active learning improved their critical thinking skills.
Collaborative learning. Collaborative (or cooperative) learning is grounded in the work
of numerous educators such as John Dewey (1938/1997) and Lev Vygotsky (1978) who described the importance of experience in dealing with real-world problems in education. Collaborative learning is a general approach that may be applied in techniques as simple as pairing students up to ponder a question or as in-depth as a course that is centered on solving a problem as
in the application of problem-based learning (Gokhale, 1995; McAninch, 2006; Thayer-Bacon,
2000b).
Lev Vygotsky (1978) asserted that students use higher intellectual levels more when
working in collaborative activities than when working alone. In collaborative learning or coop-
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erative learning, groups of learners work together to achieve a common goal. Students are responsible for their own learning as well as their fellow team members’ learning. Within a group
students may have different performance levels, an arrangement that allows students to learn
from each other (Gokhale, 1995). Gokhale described research conducted with undergraduate
students in industrial technology who participated in a collaborative learning project. This study,
based on Vygotsky’s work, found that students who participated in the collaborative learning activity performed significantly better on a test of critical thinking than students who studied individually. Ngai (2007), Quarstein and Peterson (2001), and Yazici (2004) found that collaborative learning helped develop critical thinking skills, such as analytic thinking, reflection, and increasing the ability see other viewpoints.
Concept maps. Van Gelder (2005) suggested that concept maps improve critical thinking skills. Van Gelder (2005) and Novak and Cañas (2008) described concept maps as graphical
tools that help learners organize and represent knowledge. Through the use of circles, lines, and
linking words and phrases, concepts maps help learners view the logical structure of a line of
reasoning in a more explicit and transparent way. An instructor may choose to have students
complete concept maps individually or as a collaborative learning activity. This technique is not
used much in teaching because of the time involved in developing concept maps. Van Gelder as
well as Novak and Cañas added that user-friendly software packages are becoming more available to address that issue. As with many of the strategies aimed at improving critical thinking in
students in higher education, the literature contains primarily descriptions of the strategy and
how it might improve critical thinking with limited research.
Critical challenges strategy. Wright (2002) described a critical challenges strategy in
which instructors facilitate the development of tools that students need to resolve problems. Stu-
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dents are given a situation for which there is no right or wrong answer and asked to search for
background information related to the topic. Students must apply criteria to analyze, evaluate,
and interpret their thinking. Criteria include accuracy, clarity, relevance, logic, and plausibility.
Wright suggested that instructors organize students into groups of four and then divide each
group into pairs. Each pair works together to present their points to the other pair. Next, the
group of four must work together to create a group summary that does not need to be a consensus. Following the presentations students develop a pro and con list that describes the various
arguments. Students analyze the arguments and examine the evidence. Throughout the critical
challenges activity students describe their premise and evaluate it using a principles test in which
the students consider whether they would be willing to apply their decision to other cases and if
the decision is consistent with their values. Wright did not describe any research regarding the
use of critical challenges in teaching critical thinking education. However, he reported positive
comments about this technique from Richard Paul, founder of the Critical Thinking Foundation.
Discussions. Discussions may be incorporated into other activities such as problembased learning, collaborative learning, or reflective learning activities. Mandernach et al. (2009)
conducted research on the development of critical thinking in online and face-to face learning
environments. They found that the type of instructional delivery (online or face-to-face) was
much less important to the development of critical thinking than the instructor’s level of interaction, particularly during discussions. Their findings led them to stress the importance of the instructor in developing and using appropriate discussion questions to facilitate critical thinking.
How an instructor presents questions and facilitates related discussions are important
strategies to consider. Based on his research about instructional practices, Ken Bain (2004)
found that effective teachers encourage students to share their ideas about important issues of
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relevance to them. They incorporate stories, mysteries, humor, or puzzles with some type of
built-in conflict into discussions around which students can practice critical thinking, and effective instructors think strategically about how to organize discussions. For example, they consider whether they should have a discussion with the entire class or in small groups. If the discussion calls for small groups the instructors think strategically about the size and make-up (same
abilities or different ability levels). Effective instructors plan for de-briefing sessions so the
whole class can increase their ability to appreciate a variety of viewpoints.
Metacognition and reflection. Metacognition is knowledge of one’s thought processes
(Huba & Freed, 2000). Bain (2004) defined it as “the capacity to think about one’s thinking” (p.
95) and to use that capacity to correct thinking during the process of thinking. Martinez (2006)
defined metacognition as “the monitoring and control of thought” (p. 696) and proposed that critical thinking is one category of metacognition along with metamemory/metacomprehension and
problem solving. In relating critical thinking and metacognition, Halonen (1995) referred to
metacognition as the analysis of the process, the product, and changes that a thinker experiences
as a result of engaging in critical thinking activities. Metacognition plays a key role in Richard
Paul’s Substantive Theory of Critical Thinking. One of Paul & Elder’s definitions of critical
thinking is that it is “is the art of thinking about your thinking while you're thinking in order to
make your thinking better: more clear, more accurate, more fair” (2009, p.16). Paul emphasized
that most critical thinking happens at the level of thinking when critical thinkers analyze their
thought.
An example of how metacognition is used to improve critical thinking is through the use
of reflection, a concept rooted in John Dewey’s model of reflective thinking (Dewey,
1910/2007). Huba and Freed (2000), in describing the relationship between metacognition and
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reflection, explained that effective learners are aware of themselves as learners and of their learning and are able to reflect on the cognitive processes used in one’s learning and the knowledge of
how one learns. Mezirow (1981) described reflective thinking as metacognition that involves
communicating with one’s self about one’s experiences. He described levels of refection where
a) learners do not have reflective thought, b) learners are aware of making judgments and assessing the decisions, and c) critical reflection during which learners assess their need for additional learning and realize when they need more information and different perspectives to improve their learning.
Beyer (1985) recommended metacognitive reflection as a technique that is helpful in explicitly teaching critical thinking. Beyer suggested that students are able to recognize flaws in
their thinking and construct or reconstruct their thinking through reflecting on a topic out loud
and analyzing what they did mentally while they were thinking. Listening to others think out
loud provides students with new perspectives about thinking processes and viewpoints.
King and Kitchener's (2004) Reflective Judgment Model, described earlier, focuses on
the capacity of individuals to identify and resolve ill-structured problems through a developmental progress of varying reasoning strategies and assumptions. Since cognitive levels of college
students vary significantly across academic settings, they encouraged instructors to design their
classes with students’ cognitive levels in mind. They recommended the Reflective Judgment Interview comprised of open-ended questions and suggested that instructors pose ill-structured
problems about the course content and ask questions to get a general sense of the cognitive levels
within their class. Wolcott and Lynch (1997) conducted qualitative research using reflective
thinking essays with undergraduate and graduate accounting students to determine whether the
Reflective Judgment Model was an effective approach to developing critical thinking. They
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found that the model helped design and informally assess reflection activities to solve illstructured problems and enhance critical thinking. Wolcott and Lynch recommended future research in applying the Reflective Judgment Model in higher education.
Boris and Hall (2005) reported on their application of the Practical Inquiry Model developed by Garrison et al. (2000), also described earlier in this chapter. Using a pre-test/post-test
control group study design research, Boris and Hall used the model to investigate graduate students’ critical thinking in an online course. The course was designed to facilitate students’ progress in critical thinking. They found that students who participated in the Practical Inquiry
Model had significant improvement in critical thinking, but there was no significant improvement in critical thinking for the control group.
Online learning. Can critical thinking be taught effectively using online learning? Several researchers (Burgess, 2009; Mandernach et al., 2009; Fischer et al, 2009) stated that there is
no difference in learning outcomes between the effectiveness of distance learning and traditional
instruction. In their review of online instruction research, Tallent-Runnels et al. (2006) stated
that providing opportunities for interaction among learners is a key component of online instruction. However, Garrison and Cleveland-Innes (2005) noted that simple interaction in online
learning is not adequate to promote deep learning. Their research findings indicated that online
learning activities should be structured so that learning occurs in a critical way. They recommended that online learning techniques incorporate reflective and collaborative properties to foster critical thinking in learners. Tallent-Runnels et al. noted that instructor-developed guiding
questions and student-to-student interaction allow students to focus on topics and enhance their
reasoning.
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Peer groups. Brookfield (2005) suggested that peer-learning communities (or peer
learning circles) are an effective way to develop critical thinking skills. He recommended using
these smaller groups within a learning environment as focal points for discussion in which learners can practice critical thinking in a safe setting. He noted that these learning communities help
learners transfer their skills from the classroom to outside the classroom by helping to establish
bonds between students that would extend outside the class. Quitadamo, Brahler, and Crouch
(2009) described peer-led team learning in college science, technology, engineering, and math
courses in which trained students facilitate other students’ learning. The peer leaders were undergraduate students who completed the course successfully before leading the group as a peer.
Peers participated in training in small group dynamics and the theory of learning. Findings indicated that peer-learning communities are a successful approach in developing critical thinking.
Problem-centered approaches. The goals of problem-centered approaches are for
learners to interpret a problem, complete a project, or arrive at a decision (Savery, 2006). Savery
noted that these approaches are based on a philosophical view of constructionism. While the
constructivist view of learning focuses on the psychological processes by which we think and
learn, the philosophical view of constructionism seeks to explain that there is no objective
knowledge and humans must construct and justify their own thinking and knowledge. Puolimatka (2003) and Savery and Duffy (2001) explained that the these views influences teaching and
how we design learning environments. The following methods describe problem-centered approaches where students learn content as they confront issues relevant to the content.
Case-based methods. Case studies are complex, real-life scenarios that students read and
discuss with the instructor or their peers. The use of case studies encourages students to develop
skills important in critical thinking, such as analytical thinking and reflection (Brown, 2005;
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Brookfield, 1987; Dewey, 1910/1997; Facione, 2000; King & Kitchener, 2004; Norris & Ennis,
1986; Paul, 2007). In the case-based method, a case study (based on a real-life or hypothetical
story) may be used as a focal point for activities that promote critical thinking. For example,
students might analyze the points of the case and identify arguments for and against the solution.
Case studies also provide opportunities for class discussions in which students hear points of
view other than their own and practice evaluating their thinking. Class discussions can be used
to assess student learning or as an activity to highlight critical concepts. After completing a case
study students should be encouraged to reflect orally or in writing about what they learned as a
result of thinking through the case study. Through reflection, learners use metacognitive strategies to encourage learning and promote retention of learning. Vallentyne and Accordino (1998)
recommended that instructors use a structured analytical approach such as a specific set of questions to analyze cases. The literature about the effects of case studies on critical thinking is theoretical and anecdotal.
Problem-based learning. Problem-based learning (PBL) is an instructional and curricular approach that has been used for over 30 years in which learners are given an ill-structured
problem to solve. PBL has been applied at all levels of education and in professional training for
disciplines such as architecture, business, education, engineering, law, and health (Savery, 2006).
The difference between PBL and case-based learning is related to how the instructor presents the information from the case or problem to the learners. In case-based learning instructors
present the entire case study to students to discuss. In problem-based learning, individual parts
may be distributed to learners (Williamson & Chang, 2009). Savery (2006) explained that casebased learning is used to assess whether learners understand concepts that are a tangible focal
point for learning. Students learn as they think through the steps of problem solving in PBL.
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Savery & Duffy (2001) proposed several instructional principles based on constructivism
as they apply to PBL and suggested learning activities should be anchored to a larger problem or
task. They recommended that the instructor encourage learners to develop ownership for the
problem, project, or task by providing or developing intriguing problems to which students can
relate. An alternative is to design an authentic task. Not all tasks can take place in the world
outside of a classroom, but an authentic task will require the same cognitive demands and have
the same amount of complexity as a student might experience outside the classroom. Instructors
support and challenge students’ thinking through questioning that helps students think critically.
Additionally, they encourage students to test their ideas against alternative viewpoints and contexts. Savery and Duffy recommended providing time and support to reflect on what students
learned about the content, the learning process, and their thinking.
To determine if PBL impacted learners abilities in areas of critical thinking such as reasoning and seeing other’s points of views, Savery (2006) summarized four meta-analyses of research in which PBL was compared to traditional learning approaches. Because of methodological flaws it was difficult to determine if there was strong evidence that PBL is more effective
than traditional approaches. The general consensus was that PBL is equal to traditional approaches but that students tend to prefer problem-based approaches. Savery noted that medical
students improved in clinical practices as a result of PBL, but they scored the same on tests as
students who do not participate in PBL. He noted that support for PBL in higher education
comes from industry and government leaders who expressed the need for college graduates who
use critical thinking to solve complex problems on the job.
Project-based learning. In both project-based learning and PBL learners share a common goal and focus their work on achieving that goal. In project-based learning, however, stu-
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dents complete an actual project. Instructors give students specifications they need for the project and provide feedback and suggestions. Savery (2006) noted that project-based learning involves procedures and is more structured than PBL. He added that instructors provide teaching
in such forms as modeling and questioning throughout the project and as students need help. As
with case studies, the literature includes anecdotal and theoretical descriptions of the use of case
studies and their impact on critical thinking.
Questioning techniques. The use of questioning in higher education to develop critical
thinking is rooted in the theories of ancient Greeks, Dewey, Brookfield, Paul, and others. Several researchers and theorists (Brookfield, 1987, 2005; Paul, 2005; Snyder & Snyder, 2008) recommend the use of questioning to facilitate critical thinking. Some specific questioning techniques are the critical incident questionnaire, the four questions technique, and Socratic questioning.
Critical incident questionnaire. Brookfield (2005) described the use of the critical incident questionnaire designed to identify what facilitates and hinders reflection. It may be used to
encourage students to reflect on assumptions they and others make. The questionnaire can be
used during every class or as often as the instructor would like. Students complete the questionnaire anonymously during class and return them to the instructor who may summarize responses
during the next class session. Brookfield recommended that during the summary the instructor
describe how students were involved in critical thinking through their responses (a way to model
critical thinking). The five items on the questionnaire are a) at what moment this week were you
most engaged as a learner, b) at what moment this week were you most distanced as a learner, c)
what action that anyone (teacher or student) took this week was most affirming or helpful to you
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as a learner, d) what action that anyone took this week was most confusing or puzzling to you as
a learner, and e) what surprised you most about the class this week.
Four-questions technique. An instructional strategy that promotes active learning is a
written activity called the four questions technique created by Dietz-Uhler & Lanter (2009).
Although the authors recognized that various forms of active learning promote deeper thinking,
they were unable to find a single instructional technique that incorporated multiple forms of active learning. To fill this gap, they developed four questions that foster analyzing, reflecting, relating, and questioning, skills that are related to critical thinking. Dietz-Uhler & Lanter found
that their four questions technique enhanced learning as determined by quiz performance as part
of a face-to-face learning environment. Alexander, Commander, Greenberg, and Ward (2010)
used the four questions technique to promote critical thinking in an online learning environment.
In this study, students in a graduate educational psychology online course participated in three
online asynchronous discussions in response to case studies. Prior to the second discussion only,
students responded to questions slightly modified from the Dietz-Uhler & Lanter questions. The
researchers measured critical thinking by rating students’ online comments using The Washington State University Critical and Integrative Thinking Scale (The Center for Teaching, Learning
& Technology at Washington State University, 2009; Kelly-Riley, Anderson, Smith, Weathermon, n.d.). Results suggest that the four questions technique is effective in enhancing critical
thinking in online discussions.
Socratic questioning. Paul and Elder (2008a) described Socratic questions as questioning that is disciplined, systematic, and deep. They proposed Socratic questioning as an instructional technique to help learners analyze ideas and concepts, justify a line of reasoning, explore
issues and problems, learn how to self-correct, and discover assumptions, implications, and con-
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sequences. They explained that Socratic questioning may be used at various points within a lesson. For example, it may be used to explore a concept in depth, to analyze perspectives, synthesize learning, and construct meaning. Paul and Elder explained that Socratic questioning when
used in dialogue makes critical thinking explicit and accessible to learners. They noted that although Socratic dialogues should be spontaneous and move in the direction of learners’ responses
there are general guidelines to help instructors prepare. They suggested that the instructor come
prepared with possible questions, examples, counter-examples, and analogies for the chosen discussion topic. Instructors should paraphrase learners’ responses accurately and clearly and ask
for examples from learners to illustrate a point from them, other students, or from the instructor.
Instructors can ask other students to rephrase their peers’ responses, to explain opposing viewpoints, provide evidence, and give examples.
Paul & Elder (2009) categorized questions into nine categories that relate to their elements of thought. The categories (with an example) are questions that


request clarification (Would you talk more about that?);



probe purpose (What is the purpose of talking about this question?);



probe assumptions (What is the underlying assumption of this situation?); and



probe information reasons, evidence, and causes (Would you explain your reasons for
that?);



inquire about viewpoints or perspectives (How do others see this situation?);



probe implications and consequences (What effect might that have?);



inquire about the questions (What is the importance of this question?);



probe concepts (What is the main idea?); and



probe inferences and interpretations (How did you arrive at that conclusion?).
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Yang, Newby, and Bill (2005) investigated the effects of Socratic questioning on veterinary students in online asynchronous discussion forums. They found that the students’ critical
thinking improved throughout the semester based on results of the California Critical Thinking
Skills Test and qualitative assessment tools. They hypothesized that the asynchronous discussion forums where students could respond at various times to questions provided students with
time to analyze and reflect thoughtfully about questions and their responses.
Overall suggestions about questioning. Mandernach et al. (2009) found that the instructor’s interactivity was important in questioning, and one of the key components of interactivity
was to pose appropriate discussion questions. Based on their research, they recommended the
use of questions, problems, cases, debates or other activities that use open-ended questions (how
and why questions) and invite discussion rather than close-ended questions that require a definite
answer (who, what, where, when). They suggested analytical questions that lead thinkers to illustrate patterns, connections, contradictions, dilemmas, implications, or consequences that enhance critical thinking capabilities. Snyder and Snyder (2008) recommended that instructors use
questioning as a way to model the critical thinking process. In this approach, instructors answer
a question while talking aloud about the process they go through as they reason and come to a
response.
Brookfield (2005) recommended that instructors end a class session by describing questions with which the class began, questions raised by students during the class, and questions that
remain unanswered. Instructors can explain to the class the importance of questioning in the development of critical thinking.
Service learning. Several theorists and educators (Allegretti & Frederick, 1995; Bailin
et al., 1999b; Halpern, 1998; Van Gelder, 2005) emphasized the value of practice in developing
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critical thinking, and research indicates that participation in practice opportunities such as service
learning activities and community-based learning experiences improve critical thinking skills
(Cress, 2003; Halpern, 1999; Walkner & Finney, 1999). Service learning activities are linked to
Dewey’s thoughts about the importance of experience and reflection in thinking and learning
(1910/2007; 1938/1997). Cress suggested that by participating in service learning students become critically engaged beings as they explore underlying assumptions about community issues
by applying critical thinking. She investigated a senior-level service-learning course that served
as a culminating educational experience. Over 1,000 students completed surveys before and after their service-learning course. In addition to traditional teaching methods such as lectures and
readings, students were involved in reflection activities and group discussions. About two-thirds
of the students reported an increase in their critical thinking skills. Cress noted that findings indicate service-learning activities help learners increase their critical thinking through practical
application of their skills to connect experience and reflection. The activities allow students to
contextualize and situate thinking and learning in real community situations.
Overcoming Barriers to Teaching Critical Thinking
Although there is great interest in and institutional support for teaching critical thinking
in higher education, there are barriers. Brookfield (2005) described several barriers from a student perspective, including impostership, when students feel that they do not have the ability or
right to become critical thinkers because they lack the educational foundation to provide critiques on any subject. Another barrier to teaching critical thinking is cultural suicide, where students may fear they betray their peer group by trying to be too intellectual. Related to this barrier is a perceived lack of peer support as students develop as critical thinkers. The loss of innocence is another barrier in which students must identify and think critically about long-held be-
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liefs. Brookfield said they may long for an earlier time in their life – “a golden age of certainty”
(p. 52). Students may have been under the assumption that if they study hard they will learn universal truths as a reward for their hard work. Brown (2005) noted that students are taught to look
for the one right answer but need to understand that learning is a lifelong process in which there
are ambiguities and uncertainties. Snyder and Snyder (2008) stated that biases and preconceived
ideas about specific content may interfere with the application of critical thinking skills.
Snyder and Snyder (2008) identified several barriers from instructors’ points of view.
They described the barrier that teachers may have preconceived ideas that hinder their critical
thinking unless they recognize and address their preconceptions. Another barrier is the lack of
instructional resources for developing critical thinking. Teachers often have a tremendous
amount of content to cover during a limited time (Paul 2005; Nosich, 2005b), and they may feel
the need to lecture and give objective tests to assess learning rather than cover less content and
use strategies that promote critical thinking. Paul (2005) explained that lecture continues to be
the norm in college teaching, and students continue to rely on role memorization and short-term
study strategies although there is evidence that these are not always the most effective for learning.
Some authors (Brookfield, 2005; Paul, 2005; Snyder & Snyder, 2008) have suggested
ways to work towards overcoming barriers to teaching critical thinking in higher education
through engaging learners actively in critical thinking. To address the barriers that students may
have about the value of critical thinking, Brookfield recommended that faculty justify to their
students why critical thinking is important. He suggested bringing former students into a class to
describe how critical thinking has helped them in their studies or work and using simulations and
case studies that illustrate the value of critical thinking. Authors such as Beyer (1985),
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Brookfield (2005), and Snyder and Snyder (2008) advised that teachers model critical thinking
skills by demonstrating thinking processes out loud to provide students with examples of critical
thinking. In integrating critical thinking into courses Brookfield suggested that teachers use specific experiences rather than abstract examples to demonstrate that critical thinking is applicable
and valuable throughout life not just in the classroom. He recommended talking with students
about the development of critical thinking as a lifelong process.
Regarding institutional barriers, Paul (2005) argued that colleges must develop a longterm plan to address critical thinking throughout their institution. He suggested that faculty and
administrators work to link critical thinking to mission statements, outcomes assessment, and
accreditation. He argued that institutions emphasize the engagement of students by teaching critical thinking across curricula.
Faculty Development and Critical Thinking
Several authors (Barnes, 2005; Browne & Meuti, 1999; Elder, 2005; and Paul, 2005)
have called for increased faculty development programs to enhance skills in teaching critical
thinking. Paul (2007) described critical thinking as not only a way of learning but a way of
teaching. However, not all teachers are comfortable with teaching critical thinking or incorporating it into their teaching (Kincheloe & Weil, 2004; Paul, 2007; Paul, Elder, & Bartell, 1997).
Paul et al. (1997) found that among California university faculty 89% believed critical thinking
was a key objective of their teaching. However, only 19% were able to define critical thinking.
Vallentyne and Accordino (1998) summarized a three-week faculty development workshop for teaching critical thinking about ethical issues. Participants were fifteen instructors from
a variety of fields who had limited or no training in critical thinking. Instructional techniques
included debates, guest speakers, journal article analysis and discussion, development of a course
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or module within a course, and practice teaching with feedback from the workshop leaders. Following the workshop the instructors met five times during the academic year to discuss teaching
critical thinking across the curriculum. Vallentyne and Accordino summarized findings in which
instructors' knowledge and confidence in teaching critical thinking improved as they learned new
teaching techniques. Program participants noted that they established a new and valuable network of other instructors from whom they could learn.
Browne and Meuti (1999) cautioned against having individual sessions on critical thinking and assuming it was successful because the teachers reported they enjoyed it. They stated
that whether a teacher seminar or workshop on critical thinking is successful is dependent on the
impact of student learning rather than on whether teachers like the seminar. The authors suggested that instructional development programs that address faculty development of critical
thinking and teaching skills should be permanent and ongoing to encourage the view that critical
thinking is a lifelong pursuit rather than occasional isolated sessions on critical thinking. Paul
(2005) recommended those who develop faculty development programs about critical thinking
must understand how critical thinking is applied across the curriculum and can play a role in
connecting all professional development outcomes within an institution of higher education together.
Vallentyne and Accordino (1998) described the key components of a successful faculty
development program for teaching critical thinking. They recommended an institution provide
support by communicating the importance of teaching critical thinking, train mentors who can
offer constructive feedback to faculty development program participants, and encourage instructors to develop their teaching of critical thinking. They suggested that institutions must recognize that developing such expertise takes a long time.
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Gaps in the Research
Although there is general agreement that critical thinking is important for learners in
higher education, there is no agreement on the exact boundaries of critical thinking. There are
numerous definitions, differing conceptions, and various lists of critical thinking skills and dispositions. While the peer-review literature has numerous articles about critical thinking many of
the articles are not empirical. It is difficult to compare studies in a systematic review because of
the variety of definitions used to define and measure critical thinking. There are numerous gaps
in the literature that present opportunities for future research such as assessment, effective instructional techniques, and the role of metacognition.
Literature about the assessment of critical thinking is lacking. Assessment tools have
been developed based on different concepts of critical thinking with mixed results on the reliability and validity. Standardized tests have not been subjected to the scrutiny other college-level
tests have.
There is limited empirical research about the effectiveness of methods used to teach critical thinking. Although there are articles in peer-review journals describing instructional techniques that are considered effective, there is limited research using rigorous designs to verify
those claims. Research could focus on specific instructional techniques and investigate variables
such as the effect of group size or group composition (heterogeneous or homogenous group on
abilities, for example) within a technique. Research might focus on how learners learn from
each other by using critical thinking in groups rather than learning alone. This research gap
could lead to important information about the social aspect of critical thinking. Research might
focus on what conditions motivate or demotivate the development of critical thinking in learners.
Most research about the effectiveness of strategies to enhance critical thinking is from face-to-
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face learning environments. It would be interesting to examine more of these strategies and their
effects on critical thinking in online learning environments. Future research could explore specifics about how online interactions may improve thinking and learning, such as how different
types of online discussion formats facilitate critical thinking and the most effective ways to incorporate critical thinking in an online course.
There is also a research gap about the specific role of metacognition in developing critical
thinking in students in higher education. It would be valuable to explore various metacognitive
strategies and assess their impact on critical thinking skills and dispositions. McKendree et al.
(2002) suggested that more research is needed about the role that representations (structures that
stand for something else; a photo for a scene, a concept map for a collection of related concepts)
play in facilitating critical thinking.
Conclusion
Students in higher education must become critical thinkers able to analyze complex problems who will be capable of making reasoned decisions in the workplace (Astleitner, 2002;
Halpern, 1997; MacKnight, 2000; McKendree, Small & Stenning, 2002). Students must be able
to analyze material systematically to solve unique problems now more than ever with the information explosion. Researchers and practitioners agree that critical thinking is an understudied
and neglected topic (Browne & Meuti, 1999; Van Gelder, 2005). This chapter contributes to the
understanding of critical thinking through a review of the literature on how higher education prepares students to be critical thinkers in the workforce.
In addition to its importance to higher education, critical thinking is necessary in the professional workforce as well. Over the last 25 years there has been an increase in research and
theoretical development in critical thinking in many fields such as business, education, engineer-
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ing, health, leadership development, and the military (Facione & Facione, 2008; Fisher et al.,
2009; Hawkins et al. Elder, & Paul, 2010; Paul, 2007). The health-related workforce is one profession in which critical thinking is particularly important. Practitioners in health-related fields
face an increasingly complex environment, including advances in health promotion and disease
prevention, illness management, economic forces, and changes in the health system. Although
inability to think critically can lead to dire consequences, such as dangerous health outcomes or
inequality of health services, public health appears to be in a very early stage of how educators
and practitioners view critical thinking and has very limited research about the facilitation and
application of critical thinking. Chapter 2 addresses this need by exploring the relationship between critical thinking skills used by public health practitioners and those taught in the classrooms.
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2

CRITICAL THINKING IN PUBLIC HEALTH: AN EXPLORATION OF
SKILLS USED BY PRACTITIONERS AND TAUGHT BY INSTRUCTORS

Everyone thinks; it is our nature to do so. But much of our thinking, left to itself, is biased, distorted, partial, uninformed, or downright prejudiced. Yet the quality of our life
and of what we produce, make, or build depends precisely on the quality of our thought.
Shoddy thinking is costly, both in money and in quality of life. Excellence in thought,
however, must be systematically cultivated (Paul & Elder, 2009, p. 4).
Researchers and authors noted that it is essential for learners to be able to think critically about their knowledge, actions, and beliefs (Astleitner, 2002; Halpern, 1997; MacKnight,
2000; McKendree, Small, & Stenning, 2002). The need for critical thinking is particularly important in today’s information age. With access to more and more information, learners must
be able to assess, analyze, and evaluate that information systematically to solve unique problems (Kurfiss, 1988; Paul, 2007; Tsui, 2002).
There are many definitions of critical thinking (see Appendix A). To respond to the
numerous and varied definitions, the American Philosophical Association (APA) developed a
consensus definition.
We understand critical thinking to be purposeful, self-regulatory judgment which results
in interpretation, analysis, evaluation, and inference, as well as explanation of the evidential, conceptual, methodological, criteriological, or contextual considerations upon which
that judgment is based. CT is essential as a tool of inquiry. As such, CT is a liberating
force in education and a powerful resource in one’s personal and civic life. While not
synonymous with good thinking, CT is a pervasive and self-rectifying human phenomenon. The ideal critical thinker is habitually inquisitive, well-informed, trustful of reason,
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open- minded, flexible, fair-minded in evaluation, honest in facing personal biases, prudent in making judgments, willing to reconsider, clear about issues, orderly in complex
matters, diligent in seeking relevant information, reasonable in the selection of criteria,
focused in inquiry, and persistent in seeking results which are as precise as the subject
and the circumstances of inquiry permit. Thus, educating good critical thinkers means
working toward this ideal. It combines developing CT skills with nurturing those dispositions which consistently yield useful insights and which are the basis of a rational and
democratic society (Facione, 1990, p. 2).
Diane Halpern (1999) explained how the word critical refers to an evaluative element
of thinking and is intended to be constructive evaluation and not a negative action as in the
connotation of criticize. During the critical thinking process, an individual evaluates the outcomes of her thinking and how good a decision she made. Halpern emphasized cognition in
her definition of critical thinking and defined critical thinking as “the use of those cognitive
skills or strategies that increase the probability of a desirable outcome” (p.70). Similarly, Paul
and Elder (2009) defined critical thinking as “the art of analyzing and evaluating thinking with
a view to improving it” (p. 4) and “self-directed, self-disciplined, self-monitored, and selfcorrected thinking” (p. 4).
One of the aims of higher education is to create lifelong learners with critical thinking
skills to analyze complex problems and make reasoned decisions. Many universities and professional organizations signaled the value of critical thinking by including the development of
critical thinking in their mission statements, learner outcomes, and goals (Kurfiss, 1988; Paul
2005). Browne and Meuti (1999) noted that the development of critical thinking is probably
the most often used learning objective in postsecondary education. Professional associations
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and accrediting bodies also supported the value of teaching critical thinking. For example, the
American Psychological Association (2007) identified a learning outcome for undergraduate
psychology majors to “use critical thinking effectively” (p. 14), and the Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (2009) identified critical thinking as a core competency in its Essentials for Baccalaureate Nursing Education.
In addition to its importance to higher education critical thinking is necessary in the professional workforce to achieve effective outcomes. Workers in many professions need critical
thinking skills along with the desire and ability to develop these skills continuously. The Partnership for 21st Century Workforce Initiatives (2011) states that workers must be proficient in
critical thinking, collaboration, communication and creativity to be successful in the global
economy. Additionally, Leavitt (2011) noted that employers are concerned about the critical
thinking skills of college graduates and their overall workforce preparedness.
Over the last 25 years there has been an increase in research in and theoretical development of critical thinking in many fields such as business, education, engineering, health, leadership development, and the military (Claris, 2013; Facione & Facione, 2008; Fisher, Spiker, &
Riedell, 2009; Hawkins, Elder, & Paul, 2010; Paul, 2007). Not using critical thinking in many
disciplines results in reactive and automatic responses to problem solving and decision making
(Brunt, 2005; Schmieding, 1999) and may even lead to disastrous consequences. For example,
Niewoehner and Steidle (2009) used Richard Paul and Linda Elder's (2009) critical thinking concept to analyze NASA’s organizational culture in which employees were not encouraged to analyze and evaluate their thinking. The authors hypothesized that this lack of critical thinking led,
in part, to the Challenger tragedy. Niewoehner and Steidle illustrated how the thinking of hardworking and highly intelligent employees drifted and became one of the factors in the death of
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seven astronauts and the resulting impact on families and the entire nation. The authors summarized their analysis by emphasizing that the threat of uncritical thinking has dangerous ramifications.
Each health-related profession is in a different stage of how they describe the concept of
critical thinking, the quality and quantity of their research of critical thinking, and their views
about the applications of critical thinking within their field.
The health-related workforce, in particular, is one of the disciplines in which critical
thinking is particularly important. Practitioners in health-related fields face an increasingly
complex environment, including advances in health promotion, disease prevention, illness
management, economic forces, and changes in the health system. Inability to think critically
can lead to dangerous health outcomes or inequality of health services. Additionally, critical
thinking is essential for health practitioners to reason logically in analyzing and applying research findings.
The nursing profession is one health-related field at a more advanced stage. The field
has an extensive body of research regarding critical thinking in education and practice. A systematic review by Turner (2005) from 1981 to 2002 found 646 literature sources related to critical thinking and nursing. She described the evolution of critical thinking in nursing and explained that although the concept has become clearer over time the nursing profession should
continue to refine the boundaries of critical thinking. Further, nursing education programs
throughout the United States and Canada have mandated formal integration of the critical
thinking construct into the conceptual framework that supports educational programs (Simpson
& Courtney, 2002). This integration of critical thinking into the nursing curriculum began in
the late 1980s when nursing colleges shifted from an emphasis on content to the application of
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nursing knowledge and assessment of student outcomes.
Nursing is the only professional health-related field that has a consensus statement
about the definition of critical thinking (Scheffer & Rubenfeld, 2000). Practitioners in other
health-related fields use definitions from philosophy, psychology, and education. Although the
critical thinking literature in other health-related fields is growing an informal search of articles
published over the last two years found approximately 200 peer-reviewed articles related to
critical thinking in physician education, 100 articles in occupational therapy, and less than 10
articles in each of the fields of dentistry, pharmacy, physical therapy, speech-language pathology, and public health. While some of these fields have documents that cite the facilitation of
critical thinking as important in their profession and educational programs, empirical research
within each discipline is lacking.
Unlike nursing, public health appears to be in an early stage of how educators and practitioners view critical thinking and has very limited research about facilitation and application.
This author identified one article in a peer-review journal. The term critical thinking is only
noted in a few public health-related documents and non-research articles. However, the concept of critical thinking is rarely defined and described in multiple ways. Despite these inconsistencies and the lack of focus on critical thinking, a case can be made for the importance of
critical thinking in public health. The Work Group for Community Health and Development,
University of Kansas (2014) noted that critical thinking is important to the functions of applying theories and scientific research to public health interventions. Facione (2000) noted that
critical thinking in public health is important to avoid economic and social burdens. Public
health situations are multifaceted, and practitioners must address complex issues such as access
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to health care, bioterrorism, disabilities, environmental hazards, infectious diseases, injuries,
and natural disasters that affect health.
There are a few examples of how the public health community addresses critical thinking. One “snapshot” or description is found in the document Demonstrating Excellence in
Practice-Based Teaching for Public Health (Association of Schools of Public Health Council
of Public Health Practice Coordinators, 2004) and a related research article by Atchison et al.
(2006). The authors defined practice-based teaching as informed by public health practice and
bridges education and practice. They argued that educational approaches that do not include a
practice perspective lead to inadequate and incomplete education and training. The authors
proposed a partnership model between education and practice in which education must support
the public health system by educating practitioners who can address complex problems. The
partnership model proposed eight guiding principles of practice-based teaching of which one
was related to critical thinking. That principle was “practice-based teaching involves the development and employment of critical thinking and problem-solving skills to make sound
judgments that adapt public health for diverse populations” (p. 5). Additionally, they identified
critical reflection (an important element of critical thinking) as important in practice-based
teaching and provided suggestions for strengthening critical thinking processes. The authors
identified critical thinking as an outcome of practice-based teaching for public health.
A second “snapshot” of how the field of public health views critical thinking involves
competencies for practitioners. The Council on Linkages between Academia and Public
Health, a coalition of 19 national organizations, promotes collaboration between academia and
practice to ensure a trained and competent public health workforce and infrastructure that is
sound and evidence-based (Council on Linkages between Academia and Public Health, n.d.).
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The Council developed core competences for public health practitioners in 2001 and revised
those competencies in 2010. The Council conducted a crosswalk between the 2001 and the
2010 core competencies. According to Grossman (2003), a crosswalk links two or more classification systems. A crosswalk, usually displayed in a table, shows the relationship or alignment
between two or more coding structures. In this case the coding structures are the 2001 and the
2010 core competencies for practitioners. In the 2001 coding structure, one of the core competencies was that a public health professional should develop “a lifelong commitment to rigorous
critical thinking” (p. 10-11). In the crosswalk, the Council aligned the 2001 core competency
involving critical thinking with the 2010 competencies of “partners with other public health
practitioners in building the scientific base of public health” and “contributes to building the
scientific base of public health” (p. 10-11). On the surface, the 2010 competencies do not relate directly based on definitions of critical thinking (Facione, 1990; Bailin, Case, Coombs, &
Daniels, 1999a; Beyer, 1985; Brookfield, 1987; Elder, 2005; Ennis, 1996; Facione & Facione,
2008; Fisher & Scriven, 1997; Halonen, 1996; Lipman, 1995; Paul & Elder, 2009; University
of Maryland, 2006). Although public health practitioners might use critical thinking when they
apply the 2010 competencies, the list of competencies does not reflect the broader description
of critical thinking. The Council adopted a revised set of core competencies for public health
professionals in June, 2104 and critical thinking was not included. The domain of leadership
and systems thinking skills, the only thinking skills mentioned, was one of the eight domains
under which the core competencies were organized.
Both public health education and practice have important roles in educating students
and practitioners. Koo and Miner (2010) noted that education and practice should collaborate
in a public health education/workforce continuum. This collaboration ensures that education
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and practice inform each other about the public health competencies needed in the workforce
and that educational institutions seek to develop those skills in their students. The Council on
Education of Public Health (CEPH), the accrediting body for graduate schools and programs of
public health, validates this concept of the continuum in their accreditation principle that education relates directly to practice. One of the CEPH (2011) criteria for accreditation is that
schools and programs educate not only public health students but must demonstrate that they
“support the professional development of the public health workforce” (p. 26) through offering
continuing education and certificate programs. A second CEPH criterion for accreditation that
demonstrates the continuum between education and practice is the requirement that all master
level students must complete a practicum in an agency or organization through which they can
gain practical public health experience. Usually, these practical experiences are developed collaboratively between staff in education and practice.
Despite the CEPH's criterions for linking practice and education there appears to be no
literature that explores if the critical thinking skills used by public health practitioners are
taught to public health students. One reason for the lack of research may be because practitioners often come to public health through other disciplines known as feeder disciplines (Koo &
Miner, 2010), such as nursing, medicine, education, communication, leadership, and business.
These practitioners may have become familiar with the concepts of critical thinking from their
first discipline and may not consider educating others about critical thinking as necessary.
These disciplinary differences may yield different perceptions of critical thinking. Another
possible reason may be that public health practitioners consider terms such as problem solving
and decision making to be synonymous with critical thinking and not see the need to address
critical thinking as a separate concept. It may be possible that public health instructors teach
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critical thinking even though it is not explicitly stated in their curriculum materials. Public
health educators and practitioners may not be familiar with the concept or the value of critical
thinking. Although there are recommendations such as the ones in Demonstrating Excellence
in Practice-Based Teaching for Public Health (Association of Schools of Public Health, 2004),
a clear method of sharing this information among those who develop curricula and instruction
in education or practice may be needed. Finally, critical thinking is difficult to measure (Ennis,
2008; Facione, Sanchez, Facione & Gainen, 1995; Fisher, Spiker & Reidel, 2009). Thus, there
appears to be little consistency between practice and education in what critical thinking is and
how it is expressed in competencies.
In addition to the lack of research on identifying the critical thinking skills taught in the
classroom, an issue in the literature is whether critical thinking skills should be taught explicitly
as a separate course or implicitly by embedding critical thinking teaching within the content of
the course. This question continues to be debated along with arguments that focus on whether
critical thinking is a general skill or a subject-specific skill. Ennis (1987) described four types of
approaches in teaching critical thinking: general, infusion, immersion, and mixed. The general
approach is often a course that focuses on logic and has explicit learning objectives designed to
develop critical thinking skills and characteristics of a critical thinker. The infusion approach is
when critical thinking is taught explicitly but within the context of subject matter and learners
are encouraged to apply critical thinking to that content. The immersion approach is a course in
which critical thinking is implicitly taught through activities related to the subject matter. Finally, in the mixed approach learners receive instruction in content specific critical thinking, but
there is a separate track of the course that addresses general critical thinking principles. In their
meta-analysis, Abrami et al. (2008) found that of the four approaches described by Ennis the
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mixed approach had the largest effect in improving critical thinking skills and dispositions. The
authors recommended that instructors teach critical thinking explicitly within a course that focuses on specific subject matter.
There is also a lack of research on what instructional techniques are actually being used
in the public health classrooms to teach critical thinking. The Association of Schools of Public
Health Council of Public Health Practice Coordinators (2004) recommended that public health
instructors use reflective exercises, journals, case discussions, presentations, papers, practica, and
role plays to teach critical thinking in public health students. Other techniques mentioned are
questioning, brainstorming, group discussions, and group projects (Dewey, 1910/2007; Allegretti
& Frederick, 1995; Walkner & Finney, 1995; Bailin, Case, Coombs, & Daniels (1999b);
Halpern, 1999; Cress, 2003; Brookfield, 2005; Yang, Newby & Bell, 2005; Van Gelder, 2005;
Beyer, 1985; Paul & Elder, 2008a; Mandernach, Forrest, Babutzke, & Manker, 2009). Several
researchers (Brown, 2005; Brookfield, 1987; Dewey, 1910/1997; Facione, 2000; King & Kitchener, 2004; Norris & Ennis, 1986; Paul, 2007) described the value of incorporating problemcentered approaches, case studies, and practice-based teaching. Brookfield (1987) and Mandernach et al. (2009) described the value of discussions and Alexander, Commander, Greenberg and
Ward (2010) found online discussions and reflections that facilitate critical thinking. Thus,
while past research identifies the types of instructional techniques to foster critical thinking in
general, little is known about what techniques are actually being used in the public health classroom.
The purpose of this research is to examine the relationship between critical thinking skills
used by public health practitioners and critical thinking skills taught to public health graduate
students. Results of this study may inform public health workforce and curriculum development
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programs about critical thinking. I am aware of no other study that explores this relationship.
Therefore, results of this study contribute to the body of knowledge regarding critical thinking in
public health, a crucial element in the field.
The research questions are:
1. What critical thinking skills are used by public health practitioners in the workplace?
2. What critical thinking skills do instructors teach to public health graduate students
in higher education?
3. What are the similarities and differences between critical thinking skills used by
public health practitioners and critical thinking skills taught to public health graduate students?
Methodology
A researcher's epistemology or theory of knowledge informs how she understands the
world, constructs meaning, and approaches research (Crotty, 1998). Theoretical frameworks that
help to illuminate research findings (Reeves, S. Albert, M., Kuper, A., Hodges, B., 2008) guide
the research process. The following describes the epistemology and theoretical framework that
inform this study along with the research methods ad procedure.
Epistemology: Constructionism
Crotty (1998) described three major epistemologies as objectivism, constructivism, and
subjectivism. Objectivists view meaning and knowledge as relatively fixed and discovered
through experience and observations. Subjectivists view interpretation as the basis of meaning
and knowledge. In their view there are multiple realities. Constructionism bridges objectivism
and subjectivism. Constructionism is also the perspective that our reality, knowledge, and mean-
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ing are constructed through interactions with each other as well as developed and diffused
through social contexts (Crotty, 1998; Dewey, 1910/2007).
Because there are so many definitions and interpretations of critical thinking (see Appendix A), this study is grounded in constructionism to understand how meaning of critical thinking
is experienced. Constructionist research is a good fit for this study because it:
requires that we not remain straitjacketed by the conventional meanings
we have been taught to associate with the object. Instead, such research
invites us to approach the object in a radical spirit of openness to its
potential for new or richer meaning. It is an invitation to reinterpretation (Crotty,
1998, p. 51).
Grounding my research in constructionism allows me to examine how public health practitioners and instructors make meaning of critical thinking and recognize that meaning is constructed in similar or different ways.
Theoretical perspective: Symbolic interactionism
How we view knowledge and meaning informs our theoretical perspective and how we understand and explain our world. Symbolic interactionism is one theoretical perspective that
flows from constructionism and is a variant of interpretivism. Consistent with constructionism,
symbolic interactionism is the perspective that meaning comes from interactions with our world
and other people. Originally conceptualized by George Herbert Mead, and written down by
Herbert Blumer (1969), symbolic interactionism is based on three tenets that state we act toward
things based on the meanings we give them, we develop meanings out of our social interactions
with other people and society, and we interpret and adjust meanings through an interactive process as we encounter objects and events. Symbolic interactionism provides a perspective to ex-
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plore the meaning of and actions related to critical thinking skills by public health practitioners
and instructors.
Qualitative research
Strauss and Corbin (1990) described qualitative research as that which seeks to illuminate
something about which little is known and helps us understand our world in more depth. Sofaer
(1999) said qualitative research “tends to focus on peripheral vision which is especially important in early stages of inquiry" (page 1102). Qualitative methods yield rich in-depth descriptions, patterns, and generate lines of research (Patton, 2002). Sofaer (1999) added qualitative
methods “help move inquiry toward more meaningful explanations" (page 1102). For these reasons qualitative research is an appropriate methodology for an in-depth exploration of the topic
and research questions.
Participants
In this study, participants had to meet the criterion of being a practitioner or instructor of
public health. Patton (2002) noted that there are no strict criteria for sample size because qualitative research generally focuses on small samples of individuals selected purposefully. He added
that sample size is dependent upon several factors including the purpose of research and what
information will be useful and credible. There were nine public practitioners and eight instructors.
Public health practitioners. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
(1998) defined public health practitioners as “all those responsible for providing the essential
services of public health regardless of the organization in which they work” (p. 4). The graphic
below illustrates the 10 Essential Public Health Services (CDC, 2013) public health practitioners
provide.
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Figure 2.1. 10 Essential Public Health Services (CDC, 2013)
Practitioners were selected using purposeful sampling, a strategic method of selecting
participants, for gathering information-rich data (Patton, 2002). Two types of purposeful sampling, criterion and snowball sampling, are used in this study. In criterion sampling, participants
must have specific characteristics of the population being studied (Patton, 2002; Roulston, 2010)
and in this study the criterion was employment as a public health practitioner. In addition to inviting practitioners I knew, I contacted a few individuals whose names were in documents associated with critical thinking in public health. In snowball sampling colleagues may suggest
names of potential participants voluntarily, and this sampling strategy yielded a total of nine
practitioners representing a variety of characteristics. Table 2.1 lists characteristics of each practitioner using pseudonyms.
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Table 2.1 Characteristics of Public Health Practitioners
Name

Academic

Degree

Kenya

Maternal & child health;
epidemiology

Master of
Public Administration
(M.P.A.) in
Health Policy

Bea

Health communication,
Journalism

Work setting (current &
past if known)
Local health department

Position when interviewed
Program manager

Formerly: State health department; non-profit public
health organization

Master of
Public Health
(M.P.H.),

Federal agency

Health communicator and
public affairs specialist

Formerly: Non-profit public health organization

Maria

Disability & health

Ph.D., M.S.

University-based community organization

Director of organization

Eva

Behavioral science, psychology

M.P.H.

Federal agency

Behavioral scientist

Nicole

Health education

Ph.D., M.S.

Federal agency

Health educator

Erin

Maternal & child health,
epidemiology

M.P.H.

Federal agency

Public health analyst

Joe

Public health management

M.S.

Public health non-profit
foundation

Program manager

Sophia

Nursing education

Ph.D., M.S.

Formerly: Federal agency,
public health professional
association
Federal agency

Nina

Public administration
&economics; communication

M.S.

Federal agency

Program manager
Health policy specialist

Public health instructors. Public health instructors were also selected using criterion
sampling in that the individual had to be an instructor in a public health school or program accredited by the Council on Education for Public Health (CEPH). In addition to inviting instructors I knew, I also contacted individuals whose names I found in academic documents associated
with critical thinking in public health. As snowball sampling occurred, instructors volunteered
names of colleagues as potential participants. These sampling strategies yielded a total of eight
instructors. Table 2.2 lists characteristics of instructors using pseudonyms.
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Table 2.2 Characteristics of Public Health Instructors

Name

Academic background

Degree

Instructor discipline

Elizabeth

Health education; science education

Ph.D., M.P.H.,
M.Ed.

Health education

Ellie

Public policy

Ph.D., M.P.H.

Public policy, Capstone course (final
project of master's program)

Bill

Journalism, environmental health

M.S.

Environmental health,
Risk communication

Jane

Social work, public policy

M.S.W., M.P.H.

Public health management

George

Epidemiology, evaluation, public
policy

Ph.D., M.P.H.

Epidemiology

Charlotte

Health education

Ph.D., M.P.H.

Health education

John

Health administration

M.P.A.

Public administration, health policy

Emma

Epidemiology, psychology

Ph.D., M.P.H.

Epidemiology, behavioral science

Data collection continued until saturation when the researcher no longer gathers any new
information by collecting more data (Mason, 2010), and this point was reached after interviewing nine public health practitioners and eight public health instructors.
Procedure
Interviews. I contacted potential participants by email or in person and described the research. If they expressed interest in learning more, I sent a recruitment email. The recruitment
email and scripts for the in-person and telephone recruitment were written in advance (see Appendix B). I sent an email or called those who responded they were willing to participate to
schedule a time for the interview. I sent a second and final email to those from whom I did not
receive a response.
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At least one day prior to each interview, participants received a written explanation of the
study describing the purpose of the research and the informed consent document (Appendix C).
A waiver of documentation of consent was approved by Georgia State University's Institutional
Review Board (IRB) because the subjects in the semi-structured interviews were interviewed
over the telephone and given the opportunity to consent orally before the interview began. The
interviewees were not asked to sign the consent form but were asked, "Are you willing to participate in this interview and to have it audio-taped?” before the interview began. A yes indicated
their agreement to the interview, and the researcher began the interview. A no would have indicated the participant did not agree to participate and I would have discontinued the interview.
However, all interviewees consented verbally. The interviews were conducted over the telephone, recorded, and transcribed. I developed an interview guide (see Appendix C) with instructions for the interviews and the interview questions.

I shared the following definition to ensure the conversation revolved around a similar
concept.
Critical thinking is the process of thinking about a topic, belief or problem and
focusing on what to do or believe about it.
I used phenomenological interviewing that produces descriptions of experiences that are
detailed and in depth (Roulston, 2010). According to Roulston's suggestions questions were
open-ended and semi-structured, and I was a neutral interviewer who attempted to learn as much
as possible through questioning without evaluating the participants replies but following up on
responses with probing questions to elicit more details.
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I used the following two statements and one question to interview the public health practitioners.
1. Think of a time you used critical thinking on the job. Please tell me about that.
2. Think of a time you did not use critical thinking on the job. Please tell me about
that.
3. What additional comments do you have about critical thinking?
I used the following two statements and one question to interview the instructors:
1. Think of a time you facilitated critical thinking in your students. Please tell me
about that.
2. Think of a time when you wanted to facilitate critical thinking skills in your students but they did not demonstrate critical thinking. Please tell me about that.
3. What additional comments do you have about critical thinking?

Although the probes asked were dependent upon the interviewees' comments, examples
of probing questions that I asked the interviewees were:
1. You mentioned ___. Could you tell me more about that, please? (This was
for practitioners or instructors.)
2. Tell me more about the skills you used during that time? (This was for practitioners.)
3. What questions do you wish you had asked your students? (This was for instructors.)
4. What teaching techniques were you using at that time when students demonstrated critical thinking? (This was for instructors.)
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At the end of an interview, I provided my contact information in case the participant
had questions or more comments about critical thinking.
Each participant was interviewed once. Interview times ranged from 20 to 60 minutes
for practitioners and 22 to 73 minutes for instructors. The interviews were audio-taped and
transcribed verbatim.
Data Analysis
Bogdan and Biklen (1982) described the process of qualitative data analysis as "working
with data, organizing it, breaking it into manageable units, synthesizing it, searching for patterns,
discovering what is important and what is to be learned, and deciding what you will tell others”
(p. 145). I used the qualitative analytic method, thematic analysis, to analyze data from the interviews. Fereday and Muir-Cochrane (2006) described thematic analysis as looking for themes
that emerge as important to the topic being studied. They add that in thematic analysis the researcher engages in pattern recognition within the data, and these themes become categories to
be analyzed. Taylor and Bogdan (1998) noted that during data collection, themes and categories
emerge by comparing data to other data, collecting more data, and then comparing again to confirm, refine or discard themes that matched the data.
I began analysis by reading the interview transcripts, highlighting the skills mentioned by
the interviewees (practitioners and instructors), and making notes on the transcripts and in a
journal about the context in which skills were discussed. I coded the skills and other themes that
I noted using etic and emic categories. Etic coding refers to categories that are described by
those outside the culture and emic coding refers to the categories used by those within a culture
(Patton, 2002; Skerratt, 2008). Initially, I used etic coding by categorizing the skills described
by the interviewees using the critical thinking skills identified by the APA (analysis, evaluation,
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explanation, inference, interpretation, and self-regulation) (Facione, 1990). I used emic coding
when I categorized skills using additional skills described by the interviewees. These skills were
assessment, conceptualizing, information seeking, questioning, predicting, problem identification, reflection, reasoning, and synthesis. After further review of the transcripts I used data reduction explained by Roulston (2010) as removing and irrelevant or redundant data. Based on
my transcript reviews I decided that those interviewees who described the skills of assessment
and identification of the problem were explaining the same skill. I combined those two skills
into one which I called identifying/assessing the problem. I deleted inference and regulation
from the list of all skills because no one mentioned them to arrive at the final list of skills (see
Table 2.3).
Issues of Quality
There is no consensus among qualitative researchers about the standards and criteria to be
used in determining whether a study is rigorous and of high quality (Freeman, deMarrais, Preissle, Roulston, and St, Pierre, 2007; Tracy, 2010; Gordon & Patterson, 2013; Loh, 2013). However, it is incumbent upon the researcher to use and describe procedures that enhance the quality
of one's study. Instead of focusing on generalizability and reliability as in positivist research,
qualitative research addresses issues of quality, such as trustworthiness, worthiness of topic, contributions to the dialogue, meaningful coherence, sincerity, subjectivities, and ethics.
Trustworthiness. In emphasizing trustworthiness the researcher seeks to emphasize
multiple perspectives and multiple realities (Patton, 2002). To achieve this I interviewed practitioners from various work settings and public health disciplines and instructors from different
institutions who taught various public health disciplines. I used peer debriefing and member
checks, two techniques used to establish trustworthiness (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Roulston,
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2010; Tracy, 2010). I described my data collection, data analysis, and interpretation with seven
colleagues who posed questions and added other perspectives. I checked with four of my interviewees to see if I interpreted their meaning appropriately. Additionally, I asked for their input
as I analyzed and interpreted my data.
Worthiness of topic. Tracy (2010) described a worthy topic as one that is relevant, timely, significant, and interesting. My research topic was relevant for public health practitioners and
educators who seek to learn more about critical thinking and have an interest in the topic being
explored.
Contributions to the dialogue. Patton (2002) described contributions to the dialogue
within a field of study as a criterion of quality, and Tracy (2010) noted that research can add to a
topic's dialogue theoretically, methodologically, and practically. My theoretical perspective was
symbolic interactionism. To the best of my knowledge no other research has looked at critical
thinking in public health from a symbolic interactionism perspective nor am I aware of research
that has used qualitative research as a methodology to study critical thinking skills in public
health. This study has a very practical application in that findings may provide information to
curriculum developers and classroom instructors that contribute toward the facilitation of critical
thinking in the public health field.
Meaningful coherence. Tracy (2010) described meaningful coherence as existing in
qualitative research in which the stated purpose has been accomplished. In this study, the stated
purpose of examining the relationship between critical thinking skills used by public health practitioners in the workforce and critical thinking skills taught to graduate students in
schools/programs of public health was accomplished.
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Sincerity. Tracy (2010) identified sincerity as a criterion for quality similar to authenticity that was described by Patton (2002). Tracy described sincerity in research as being transparent about methods. Efforts to be transparent in this study are illustrated in a diagram of my
research process (see Appendix E). Tracy added self-refection as another means to demonstrate
sincerity, honesty, being authentic with one's self, research, and audience. I reflected on this research by keeping a journal that I revisited often to review and reflect upon the data, summarize
the documents, and record my findings.
Subjectivities (Role of researcher). Patton (2002) and Tracy (2010) stressed that qualitative researchers must reflect on and report their own perspectives, biases, and the role they play
in conducting and writing about findings. My perspective, research interest, and research design
evolved from my experiences in teaching students enrolled in a Masters of Public Health program primarily in a traditional classroom setting but also in an online course. I was concerned
about whether I was teaching content in a manner in which students developed critical thinking
or whether they were learning in a more superficial way. This interest increased when I was involved in a project in my doctoral program to investigate the development of critical thinking in
an undergraduate online educational psychology course (Alexander et al., 2010). Findings indicated that students’ critical thinking increased through the use of questioning in online discussions. Through this research I learned that critical thinking is defined and measured in many different ways, and I then chose to focus my comprehensive examination on critical thinking, which
in turn raised more questions for me. One of the interesting aspects of learning about critical
thinking is that critical thinking is often viewed in the context of how it is applied in a specific
profession. Because I work in the field of public health and my teaching experiences are in public health, I am interested in how public health practitioners apply critical thinking in their work
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and how instructors teach critical thinking to prepare students to be public health practitioners.
The lack of research about critical thinking in public health led me to explore critical thinking
from the viewpoint of those who work in public health and those who prepare public health practitioners. Because I am a public health professional and have taught public health practitioners I
have a unique perspective from which to gather, analyze, and interpret data. However, I
acknowledge that my unique perspective introduces bias into my study.
Ethics. Another criterion for quality is the consideration of ethics given to the research
by the researcher. Qualitative research involves interaction with others such as in-depth interviewing, a method used to connect with participants and their worlds. Patton (2002) noted that
qualitative research "may be more intrusive and involve greater reactivity than surveys, tests, and
other quantitative approaches" (p. 407). As with any research study, it is important to consider
potential ethical issues that may arise. Accordingly, I requested permission from Georgia State
University's Institutional Review Board (IRB) which involved submitting a description of my
purpose, procedures, interview guides with questions and potential participant risks and benefits.
I described my recruitment plans and submitted the recruitment materials. I provided each interviewee with the IRB-approved informed consent form in which they were informed that their
participation was voluntary and they could withdraw from the interview at any time. Additionally, they were informed of risks and benefits of their participation. I described the methods to
maintain confidentiality of data by securing my notes and transcripts on my password protected
computer and in locked cabinets.
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Findings
Teaching approaches and techniques
All but one instructor (Bill) in this study used the immersion course approach (although
they did not use that term). Most instructors said they do not explicitly mention critical thinking to students or have critical thinking on their syllabi. However, all instructors said they consider enhancing students' critical thinking skills as one of their goals in teaching. All of the instructors interviewed describe critical thinking skills as something they want to teach even if
they do not explicitly tell their students that. Emma, an instructor and behavioral epidemiologist, summarized her thoughts about teaching critical thinking by saying "there are skills that I
can give to them but they have to be critical thinkers themselves – that's the art part." Bill, another instructor, described his teaching as what I consider a mixed approach in which he focuses on the content of the course but includes a portion in the course that addresses general critical thinking principles and refers back to those principles throughout the course in the context
of the content. Public health instructors may want to adopt the mixed approach due to its
strengths as noted in the Abrami et al. (2008) meta-analysis.
Instructors in this study mention using the techniques of reflective exercises, journals,
case discussions, presentations, papers, and practica to teach critical thinking. Other techniques
mentioned were questioning, brainstorming, group discussions, and group projects. Several instructors said the use of case studies is a way for students to reflect and apply knowledge. Instructors also said that discussions are a key part of case studies where students learn from others
in class and hear different perspectives. All instructors emphasized the importance of assigning
students activities in which they have to apply content in practice-based situations. Most instructors describe how they incorporate assignments into their courses that require practice-based ac-
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tivities as part of class group projects that include working with community organizations. For
example, one instructor, Charlotte, describes her community needs assessment class in which
students work in teams to develop a community needs assessment for a specific organization or
local government agency. Other instructors describe how they meet with students during their
semester-long practica or field assignments to help them develop critical thinking.
Critical thinking skills used by public health practitioners
The findings of the first research question (What critical thinking skills are used by public health practitioners in the workplace?) are that at least six of the eight (75%) practitioners
mentioned analyzing, identifying/assessing the problem, explaining, information seeking, questioning, and reflecting as skills they use in critical thinking. The skills identified by at least one
practitioner are conceptualizing, interpreting, predicting, synthesizing, and reasoning.
Analyzing. All the practitioners described how they use analyzing in critical thinking.
Kenya, a practitioner, who worked with a state health department, described one situation in
which she said she used critical thinking. She explained that she and her colleagues analyzed
fetal infant mortality within a community as an important first step in thinking about how to
"approach and involve the community in a solution." Another practitioner, Eva, said she used
critical thinking when developing criteria upon which she would determine the success of a
project. Specifically, she described how she and her team analyzed or broke the project "down
into all the different pieces."
Conceptualizing. Of the practitioners, 33% (3 of 9) mentioned conceptualizing when
describing the critical thinking skills they use. While describing her work on developing a strategic plan Sophia said "We spent a lot of time thinking conceptually first so that we understood
the problem."
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Evaluating. No practitioners mentioned evaluating as a critical thinking skill.
Explaining. Of the practitioners, 89% (8 of 9) described explaining as a skill they use
when thinking critically. Eva said she thought through the process of how to explain best to
grantees how they could describe their project results. She said that, before, talking with them
she thought about "how you want them to explain the need for this so they really think it
through on their end, also, and how you want them to capture or explain their activities."
Identifying and assessing the problem. All the practitioners described how they identified a problem as part of their critical thinking process. Eva stated "We want to be sure we have
the right question that will help us inform our future steps." Joe described how he and his team
had to assess the problem of why communities were not using their HIV/AIDS awareness campaign materials.
Information seeking. All the practitioners described seeking information from a variety
of sources as a skill. For example, Nina said that she gathered information from colleagues when
trying to understand their perspective on how best to approach a project. Other practitioners
talked about gathering data from a variety of sources such as peer-review literature, national,
state and local government agencies, non-profit agencies, universities, and businesses that collect
data. In describing her work in the field of disability and health Maria said it was important for
public health to include people with disabilities, to gather information from them, and "include
this group into any type of thinking or planning." She added "critical thinking works best in
pretty diverse teams where people bring different backgrounds skills and knowledge that you
need to come to some pretty good strategies. She explained that you need information from different people who different perspectives and angles and that she "planned some forums for people to come to give us some input." Also, Maria noted that it was "difficult, especially when
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you're in the field when you have to practice critical thinking on the fly really quick, to always
get the facts right and bring all the people in" to gather information. Eva stated that in her work
it was important to make sure to gather information by from "the right mix of people who have
expertise in certain areas" so that their suggestions will be well-balanced.
Interpreting. Of the practitioners, 33% (3 of 9) mentioned using the skill of interpretation. They described this skill as how they think through how to interpret scientific findings for
themselves so they can then think strategically in how to explain those findings to inform the
media or the public.
Predicting. Of the practitioners, 22% (2 of 9) described predicting as a critical thinking
skill. "We have to think about what you want the end state to be and work backwards," said
Nina as she explained how she and her team predicted possible outcomes at the beginning of a
project as part of their critical thinking. Sophia said that during the process of critical thinking
her team developed a logic model as a tool to help them predict the outcomes of a program given the inputs, outputs, assumptions, and external factors.
Questioning. All the practitioners described questioning as a skill they used during the
critical thinking process. Bea explained the importance of using active listening and then probing for more information by asking "for clarification just to make sure that I'm getting the right
information in my head and then process it." Joe said that in a former project in which he and
his colleagues were developing HIV/AIDS interventions the project members posed questions
"among themselves to think about the best ways of approaching interventions" and questioned
whether "the interventions that we have relied on in the past may have been cooked up by
somebody who thought they sounded good but didn’t really have any basis in science."
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Reasoning. Of the practitioners, 33% (3 of 9) explained that reasoning was part of their
critical thinking process. Nicole said that she tried to think "in a more logical way" and another
explained that through statistics she was able to "leave the logic in" when trying to engage a
community in seeking their solutions on reducing infant mortality.
Reflecting. Of the practitioners, 78% (7 of 9) mentioned reflecting as a critical thinking
skill. Erin noted that when there isn't time to reflect "you tend to think but it may not be as critical as you should be thinking." Nicole described the problems with not reflecting even when
time is tight. She described a situation in which she made a decision quickly and emotionally
without thinking it through completely and that "two hours later I think, oh, this is what I should
have done.” Several practitioners expressed concern about the lack of time to reflect in their
work. Five practitioners explained that critical thinking takes time to reflect but they do not always have that time because of tight time deadlines. Bea explained "I think critical thinking requires time to pause and see the whole picture and all the steps and I think we try to be fast
sometimes and we don't take time to do that systematic thinking.
Synthesizing. Of the practitioners, 33% (3 of 9) described the synthesis of information
as part of their critical thinking process. In describing a situation where she failed to use critical
thinking and, specifically, synthesizing, Maria said "the outcome was obviously that you put
something in place that you spent time and money on and really wasn’t useful."
In summary, most of the practitioners described how they used the skills of information
seeking, analyzing, identifying/assessing the problem, explaining, information seeking, questioning, and reflecting when using critical thinking. A few practitioners described conceptualizing, reasoning, and predicting while none of the practitioners specifically mentioned using
evaluating as a critical thinking skill.
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Critical thinking skills taught by instructors
The findings of the second research question (What critical thinking skills do instructors
teach to graduate public health students in higher education?) are 75% (6 of 8) of instructors
mentioned analyzing, identifying/assessing the problem, information seeking, and reflecting as
critical thinking skills that they teach their students. The other skills mentioned by the instructors, but at a lower percentage, are evaluating, explaining, interpreting, predicting, synthesizing,
and reasoning. Each of these is mentioned by less than 45% of the instructors.
Analyzing. Of the instructors, 87.5% (7 of 8) specifically mention they teach students
the skill of analyzing as part of enhancing students' critical thinking skills. In talking about her
students in a course named Program Planning, Elizabeth said she has students conduct a community needs assessment. She said students "find a lot of qualitative or quantitative study and
summarize them descriptively, so I think that’s good and that’s one level of analysis that we
want our students to do." John, who taught Introduction to Public Health Practice, said he taught
his students to analyze data from a variety of sources.
Conceptualizing. No instructors mention conceptualizing as a specific skill they teach
as part of enhancing their students' critical thinking.
Evaluating. Only 25% (2 of 8) described evaluating as a critical thinking skill. Charlotte described that "what we want them to achieve by the end of their second year in their master's program is a level of evaluation of their work" rather than "just being able to reiterate facts."
Explaining. Only 25% (2 of 8) described explaining as a critical thinking skill. "How do
you explain it?" is a question that Elizabeth said she often asks her students about the results of
their research. Charlotte described how she required students to complete a determinant analysis
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to explain factors that facilitated health and those that facilitated and hindered health in a specific
population. She said she asks students to "write and explain each of those factors."
Identifying/Assessing the problem. Of the instructors, 87.5% (7 of 8) described how
they taught students to look at a situation and identify first whether there was a problem and then
assess the problem to learn more about it. Ellie described her capstone course in which students
developed and conducted a research project. She said before starting their research she expects
that her students have their problem "very well-defined and very well thought out." Several instructors said they set up projects, theses, and other activities so that students must identify a
public health problem at the beginning of the activity. Emma noted that she asked her students
to describe "what direction are you going in" when trying to solve a problem or complete a project. She and Charlotte said they modeled how to do this in their teaching.
Interpreting. Of the instructors, 37.5% (3 of 8) said they considered interpretation of
data a critical thinking skill they teach to students. For example, Elizabeth said that after designing a research project she taught students "all of the rest of your critical thinking was based on
whatever kind of result you got and then your critical thinking came from how you interpreted
those data." She added that during data interpretation is when "critical thinking comes in."
Information seeking. All eight instructors mentioned information seeking as a critical
thinking skill. Bill, a former journalist, told his students to "think like a journalist…in collecting
all the information." All the instructors described how they taught their students to use a variety
of sources of information including local, state, and national data, peer-review literature, and
qualitative findings such as those gathered in interviews and focus groups. Charlotte said that
helping students plan their research "gets them to critically think about what sources of information can help them." She added that later on in the research process she encourages them to
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think critically about the information they have gathered and "if that's not enough information,
they're also asked to think about what data could they collect." John said he advises his students
to think of a gap between what you know or are doing and what you want to know or do and
gather information to fill that gap.
Predicting. Of the instructors, 12.5% (1 of 8) identified predicting as a critical thinking
skill. A health education instructor, Charlotte explained how she teaches her students to think
about how they can help the public predict how a health decision can benefit one's self, family,
and society.
Questioning. Of the instructors, 75% (6 of 8) described questioning as one critical thinking skill they sought to teach their students. In group discussions Emma said she presented
"what I call thought-provoking questions so they’ll have to come up and generate some questions
that we can use to easily stimulate conversation among" the students in the class. Several instructors described how they model for students how to ask questions by sharing how they question themselves when presented with an issue or a problem. George told his students to "unpack
that question" and think through all elements of the question. Bill said he tells his students "you
have to ask skeptical questions of all sources, even the ones you happen to like or agree with."
Bill said he tells his students to ask pertinent questions, listen well, and strive to understand situations and "interrogate the evidence."
The instructors who mentioned questioning as a skill in critical thinking described how
they incorporate questioning skills in teaching activities such as group discussions, case studies,
oral presentations, and debates.
Reasoning. Of the instructors, 25% (2 of 8) described reasoning as one of the skills that
comprise critical thinking. Bill said he expected students to make "a good solid case based on
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the evidence and good reasoning" while Elizabeth described reasoning as part of "the critical
thinking mindset."
Reflecting. Of the instructors, 75% (6 of 8) explained how they teach reflection as part
of critical thinking. Jane said she cautions her students "that if you don't take time to critically
think about the work you're doing, you're not going to be successful in getting that work done to
the best degree that you can." Emma noted that he asks students to contemplate issues when going from analysis to synthesis. Some instructors talked about the impact of time on reflection.
Jane lamented that she feels a time crunch to cover content and she is concerned that she does
not have enough time for students to engage in critical reflection. She added that it is important
for students to learn to reflect critically because in the workplace. Also, Jane wondered about the
short amount of time that students are in a master's program in public health. She said:
sometimes it doesn't allow that time for critical reflection, I don't know if it's simply because of the timing factor and they just feel like they just need to get done so that can get
out to the working world without realizing that if you don't take time to critically think
about the work you're doing, you're not going to be successful in getting that work done
to the best degree that you can.
The instructors who talked about reflection in their teaching described the value of it in
enhancing critical thinking in their students. Jane said in teaching she lets students "feel comfortable with trying to dig deeper into a topic and to wait for the light bulb to go off and to use
self-reflection." She said that critical thinking does not have to be expressed in writing or
through verbal expression and that "we have lots of different learning styles and so how to help
foster that critical thinking and creative thinking is really important." Elizabeth explained how
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she encourages students to reflect not only through written or oral communication but through
photos, graphics, poetry, art, and other unique ways to express reflections.
Synthesizing. "You have to synthesize down to just that information that you think most
honestly serves the truth that you've been about to find out." That is what Bill, one instructor of
the three who mentioned synthesizing, said he tells his students when teaching how to synthesis
information as part of critical thinking. Emma explained how she uses case studies to teach synthesizing. She said that through case studies she "is laying out pieces in front of them at higher
and higher levels and they have to synthesize it all" to answer questions or come to a conclusion
about the case. Analysis was sometimes paired with synthesis. For example, Emma explained
that analysis is tied together with synthesis by describing how she has students "look at an issue,
analyze it, look at the bigger picture, what is the goal, bring it all back together."
In summary, most of the instructors described how they teach analyzing, identifying/assessing the problem, information seeking, and reflecting as critical thinking skills. A few
instructors mentioned evaluating, explaining, interpreting, predicting, synthesizing, and reasoning.
Similarities and differences between skills used by practitioners and those taught by instructors
The findings of the third research question (What are the similarities and differences between the skills that are used by public health practitioners and the skills that are taught to public health students?) are twelve critical thinking skills mentioned by both practitioners and instructors. Table 2.3 lists the percentages of practitioners who reported using each critical thinking skill and the percentages of instructors who reported teaching each critical thinking skill.
The skills are categorized by a high-medium-low classification (HML) as has occurred in re-
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search on business (Chaisrakeo & Speece, 2004; O'Brien, Clifford, & Southern, 2010) and
medicine (Prosser & Walley, 2003; Calnan, Kemple, Rossdale, & Ingram, 2007). Skills described by 75% to 100% of the participants are ranked as high, those described by 50% to 74%
of the participants are ranked as medium, and those described by less than 50% of the participants are ranked as low.
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Table 2.3 Critical Thinking Skills Identified by Practitioners and Instructors
Skill

Practitioners
(n=9)

Instructors (n=8)

Information seeking

100%

100%

Level of agreement between practitioners and
instructors
High – High

Analyzing

100%

87.5%

High – High

Identifying/
Assessing the problem

100%

87.5%

High – High

Questioning

100%

75%

High – High

Reflecting

78%

75%

High – High

Synthesizing

33%

37.5%

Low – Low

Interpreting

33%

37.5%

Low – Low

Conceptualizing

33%

0

Low – Low

Reasoning

33%

25%

Low – Low

Predicting

22%

I2.5%

Low – Low

Evaluating

0

25%

Low – Low

Explaining

89%

25%

High – Low

There are five critical thinking skills identified by a high percentage of both practitioners
and instructors: analyzing, identifying/assessing the problem, information seeking, questioning,
and reflecting. There are six critical thinking skills identified by a low percentage of both practitioners and instructors: conceptualizing, evaluating, interpreting, predicting, synthesizing, and
reasoning. Practitioners and instructors differed on explaining. While 89% (8 of 9) of the practitioners mention explaining as a skill they use, 25% (2 of 8) of the instructors describe explaining
as a skill they teach students.
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Discussion
Critical thinking is crucial in public health due to the increasingly complex challenges
faced by this field, including disease prevention, illness management, economic forces, and
changes in the health system. Although there is a lack of consensus about how practitioners
and educators view critical thinking, such skills are essential to the functions of applying theories and scientific research to public health interventions (Work Group for Community Health
and Development, University of Kansas, 2014). Facione (2000) noted that critical thinking in
public health is important to avoid economic and social burdens since practitioners must often
address complex issues such as access to health care, bioterrorism, disabilities, environmental
hazards, infectious diseases, injuries, and natural disasters that affect health. Thus, research
that investigates views and perceptions of critical thinking skills is important. This study provides valuable information for the public health field regarding the critical thinking skills used
in the workplace and those taught in the classroom.
Skills identified by high percentages of practitioners and instructors
Findings of this study indicate that many of the critical thinking skills used by practitioners
are aligned with those taught in courses. This finding is an important contribution to the field
since I am not aware of any study that documents this congruence between practice and instruction in public health. Thus, findings of this study identify the following specific critical thinking
skills that practitioners use in the workplace and instructors should continue to focus on and develop in their classrooms.
Information seeking. Information seeking is the only skill described by all practitioners
and instructors. The practitioners describe how they gather information from a variety of sources
such as scientific literature, government and organizational documents, databases, and social
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media when they plan programs, make a decision, solve a problem, or investigate an issue. The
instructors provide many examples of how they incorporate the use of information seeking into
their teaching. Instructors often describe information seeking as an early step that they teach
students in preparing papers, solving cases, developing theses, or in planning projects.
This noteworthy finding that information seeking is highly valued by both practitioners
and instructors is consistent with the critical thinking literature. Paul and Elder (2009) identified
gathering information as one of eight elements of thought, and Petroro, Marola, Ferreira, Raboin,
and Lewis (2011) cited it as one example of a critical thinking skill. Hall, Armstrong, Francis,
Doyle, and Baker (2010) listed collecting relevant evidence as one of five skills of critical thinking while Scheffer and Rubenfeld (2000) included it as one of the seven skills listed in the consensus statement on critical thinking in nursing.
Thus, information seeking is an important skill in the public health workplace and instructors should continue to emphasize this skill in teaching so that students are better prepared
to be practitioners.
Analyzing. Analyzing is recognized by a high percentage of practitioners and instructors. Practitioners describe analyzing data such as statistics, problems, communication messages
and education documents. Instructors primarily discussed analyzing in terms of numerical data.
The revision of Bloom's Taxonomy (Krathwohl, 2001) supports the finding that a high
percentage of practitioners and instructors recognize analyzing as an important critical thinking
skill. Krathwohl identified analysis, evaluation, and creating as the highest three levels of thinking skills.
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Analyzing should continue to be emphasized in both the workplace and classroom. Instructors, if not already, may want to ensure that they are providing a variety of documents and
issues in teaching students to use analyzing as a critical thinking skill.
Identifying/Assessing the problem. The majority of practitioners and instructors describe identifying/assessing the problem as a critical thinking skill. Practitioners describe the
initial step in solving any problem as identifying whether there is a problem and, if there is, defining and describing that problem. Several describe the importance of seeking input from
stakeholders and from a variety of sources to identify and assess a problem. Instructors indicate
they teach students to identify and assess a problem through case studies, group projects, fieldwork, capstone papers, and theses.
Although not identified as a critical thinking skill in the APA consensus statement
(Facione, 1990), the identification or assessment of a problem is described in the Paul and Elder
(2009) model as one of their elements of thought/reasoning. Additionally, identifying/assessing
the problem is a skill identified in the competencies for applied epidemiologists in governmental
public health agencies that was co-developed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
and the Council of State and Territorial Epidemiologists (McNutt, Furner, Moser & Weist, 2008)
and is listed as a skill with the assessment/analysis domain.
Thus, identifying/assessing the problem is an important first step in the public health process. Without it money and time will be expended addressing the wrong problem. Instructors, if
not already, may want to emphasize the value of involving stakeholders in the identification and
assessment of problem as emphasized by practitioners.
Questioning. All practitioners and many instructors describe systematic questioning, and
some mention that a critical thinker must question the status quo. For example, one practitioner,
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Joe, described the value of thinking outside the box in one's questioning and to dig deeply into an
issue or problem with complex questions of others. Several practitioners said that it is critical to
ask questions of stakeholders, partners, and one's colleagues. Bea said that she thought you
could not ask questions of others adequately without being an active listener. Questioning allows her to ask for clarification to ensure she is understood correctly. Two practitioners, Sophia
and Nina, mentioned that there is often not enough time to use critical thinking because of deadlines. They also said that sometimes they have themselves or have seen others not use questioning because questioning was not received well by their leadership. One instructor, Emma, described how she used Socratic questioning in her teaching and considered it very successful in
facilitating critical thinking in her students. She explained how she models the questions that
public health practitioners use to think about a problem, belief, or issue for her students.
The finding of this study that questioning is highly valued is supported by Nosich (2005)
who argued that questioning is the essential element in critical thinking. Furthermore, questioning is one of the subskills that the APA's consensus statement (Facione, 1990). The use of questioning in higher education to develop critical thinking is rooted in the theories of ancient Greeks
is a teaching technique to facilitate critical thinking (Dewey, 1910/2007; Brookfield, 1987;
Brookfield, 2005; Paul, 1984; and Snyder & Snyder, 2008). Through Plato’s writings, we know
that Socrates used systematic questioning (what we now call Socratic questioning) to facilitate
his learners’ reasoning (Paul & Elder, 2005). Socrates believed that we should question what
authorities and others tell us to become skilled thinkers who determine truth on our own. Those
instructors who did not explicitly identify questioning could be viewing this skill as inherent in
their instruction.
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Practitioners and instructors may wish to consider the importance of using and teaching
active listening to follow up on responses to ensure correct understanding. Occasionally, questioning is muffled by leaders as described by two practitioners. Leaders would be well served to
consider the importance of creating an environment that facilitates rather than hinders questioning. The importance of facilitating an open and safe environment in which questioning is supported and how to create such an environment are topics that could be included in training and
education. Due to the high value placed on questioning in the literature, public health instructors
and practitioners might benefit from considering the types of questioning, an issue not mentioned. Paul and Elder (2008a) provide an in-depth discussion of types of questions with examples, and using these guidelines may add to the quality of questions and, hopefully, provide a different answer to a problem or an issue that may have been overlooked.
Reflecting. Several practitioners and instructors describe a critical thinker as one who is
aware of and reflects on her biases. Some practitioners said that, unfortunately, there is often not
enough time to reflect because of deadlines. Nicole, a health educator, said that when she feels
like her thinking is becoming circular she knows it is time to pause and reflect.
Most instructors described ways in which they incorporate reflection opportunities in
practical assignments such as working on projects at a local public health agency or organization.
"You have to look at your own bias and your own beliefs to know where you're coming from,"
said one practitioner. Another said you "need to be aware of blind spots when trying to think
critically." One instructor said, "You can't let your biases get in the way because you're not serving yourself, you're serving the public and they deserve the best as you can represent it."
Several authors support this recognition of reflection as an important critical thinking skill (Beyer, 1985; Brookfield, 1987; Ennis, 1962; Garrison, Anderson, & Archer, 2000; Paul, 1995; Quar-
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stein & Peterson, 2001; Toner & Rountree, 2003; Yazici, 2004). John Dewey’s model of reflective thinking describes how critical thinking is improved through reflection (Dewey, 1910/2007).
He also described the importance of reflection during experiential activities in thinking and
learning (1910/2007; 1938/1997). Other authors (Allegretti & Frederick, 1995; Bailin et al.,
1999b; Halpern, 1998; Van Gelder, 2005) agreed with Dewey.
Thus, reflection is a skill that the majority of practitioners used and instructors teach and that
is verified in the critical thinking literature. Rather than seeing reflection as a single skill it can
be applied across all skills. It is interesting that when instructors discussed reflection they did so
in the context of the techniques they use to promote reflection but no one described explicitly
teaching how to reflect. Practitioners and instructors may want to consider more in-depth instruction on how we reflect. Improving one's way of reflecting might lead to a more multidimensional solution to a problem or decision about a belief.
Skills identified by low percentages of practitioners and instructors
Findings of this study also indicate that many critical thinking skills are identified by a
low percentage of both public health practitioners and instructors. This is an important contribution to the field as well since results of this study identify the following specific critical thinking
skills that may not be receiving the explicit attention they deserve in both the workplace and the
classroom.
Conceptualizing. Few practitioners and no instructors mentioned conceptualizing as a
skill. The context in which the practitioners described their use of conceptualizing was during
processes such as strategic planning. Joe, a practitioner, described how he and his team conceptualized their approach for addressing issues of HIV prevention at the community level as part of
their overall planning process. The APA Consensus Statement on Critical Thinking (Facione,
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1990) does not refer to conceptualizing but the term is used by Scriven and Paul (1996) in their
statement to the National Council for Excellence in Critical Thinking Instruction that critical
thinking is an active and skillful process of "conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, synthesizing,
and/or evaluating information" (no page number http://www.criticalthinking.org/pages/definingcritical-thinking/410). Because some practitioners noted that conceptualizing is a critical thinking skill instructors may want to explore whether they teach this skill or whether it is embedded
within another skill such as problem assessment.
Evaluating. No practitioners and few instructors mentioned evaluating. The instructors
spoke about evaluating in terms of evaluating statements or documents. It may be that practitioners and instructors think of evaluation in terms of assessing effectiveness, accessibility, and
quality. Additionally, evaluating may be considered more of a subskill that is made up of some
of the skills mentioned by the interviewees such as identifying a problem, analyzing, synthesizing, seeking information, asking questions, and reflecting on what one is evaluating.
Evaluation is an essential public health service (CDC, 2013) and, as such, practitioners
and instructors may think of evaluating as a skill one uses to determine the worth of a program or
product. However, it is important to note that evaluating is one of the six skills described by the
APA (Facione, 1990) and included in critical thinking skill lists by several authors (Dickinson,
2005; Ennis, 1987, Facione, 1990, Halpern, 1997; Lipman, 1995; Scheffer & Rubenfeld, 2000;
Paul & Elder, 2005). These authors described evaluating in the context of evaluating a statement
or an argument. In public health evaluating may be considered more of a subskill that is made
up of some of the skills mentioned by the interviewees, such as identifying a problem, analyzing,
synthesizing, seeking information, asking questions, and reflecting on what one is evaluating.
This illustrates one of the premises of symbolic interactionism described by Herbert Blumer
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(1969). He explained that "human beings act toward things on the basis of the meanings those
things have" (p. 2). Philosophers, educators, and others who study and write about thinking either as a discipline within itself or in their professional context interpret critical thinking skills
using different terminology based on their experiences and use of terms.
It could be that the minimal mention of evaluating as a critical thinking skill resulted
from differences in how practitioners and instructors define the term and that the interviewees in
this research use or teach evaluating in the sense of other skills related to evaluating. It is an important skill that should be valued in critical thinking.
Interpreting. A low percentage of practitioners and instructors identified interpreting as
a critical thinking skill. The practitioners who described interpreting did so in the context of interpreting data for one's self. They described explaining as the skill they used in the context of
providing clear information to others. However, interpretation is one of the critical thinking
skills on the APA's consensus list (Facione, 1990). They list categorization, decoding significance, and clarifying meaning as subskills of interpretation. Interpreting information in public
health is important to ensure that the correct information is provided.
Although only a few practitioners and instructors mentioned interpreting they seemed to
be using it in the sense that the APA describes even if it was labeled a different skill. For example, Eva, a practitioner, described how she helps grantees think critically how best to explain
their activities to the public, stakeholders, and their leaders. Although she used the term explain
she seemed to be describing how to clarify meaning, a subskill of interpretation according to the
APA. Interpreting and explaining are skills that may need to be explored in practice and teaching to determine how they are actually used and whether they are taught consistent with how
practitioners apply them in the field.
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Predicting. An interesting finding is the low percentage of practitioners and instructors
who identified predicting. Those interviewees who described predicting discussed how they
predict what will happen in the future as a result of their thinking. The literature is mixed regarding the value of predicting as a critical thinking skill. Paul and Elder (2008c) described the
critical thinker as one who asks himself what are the implications and consequences of one's decision or problem. In other research, they identified predicting as an essential element of thought
(Paul & Elder, 2009). However, predicting is not listed as a critical thinking skill by the APA
(1990), but it is listed as a critical thinking skill that nurses should have in a nursing consensus
statement on critical thinking (Scheffer & Ruberfield, 2000). Public health practitioners and instructors may not see the value of predicting the consequences of their decisions particularly
when they are part of larger projects or decisions that do not immediately impact people. There
is a possibility that predicting may be an underutilized skill. This is an important point for public
health practitioners who make decisions affecting people, programs, and policies, and it is equally important that instructors guide students in predicting consequences.
Reasoning. Interviewees often described the skill of reasoning in the context of being
logical or using logic to think through a problem. Reasoning is used in a similar manner in several definitions of critical thinking (Scriven & Paul, 1996; Halpern, 1997; Noddings, 2006; and
Willingham (2007). For example, Nodding defined critical thinking as "diligent and skillful use
of reason on matters of moral/social importance, on personal decision making, conduct, and belief” while Willingham included "reasoning dispassionately" as part of his definition of critical
thinking. Although the APA (Facione, 1990) did not include reasoning as a specific skill, they
described a critical thinker as someone who "was trustful of reason."
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It is not unusual that few practitioners or instructors mentioned reasoning. In the critical
thinking literature reasoning is often used in a broader sense rather than an individual goal. Glaser (1941), one of the earliest theorists in the 20th century to describe critical thinking stated that
critical thinkers use methods of reasoning. In Scientific Reasoning, Paul and Elder (2008b) applied their critical thinking framework to scientific thought and referred to it as scientific reasoning. The APA (Facione, 1990) uses the term reasoning to describe their critical thinking skills.
For example, the APA described evaluation and explanation as two of six of critical thinking
skills. In their consensus statement they noted that one reflects on one's own reasoning when
explaining and evaluating one's reasoning.
It may be that practitioners and instructors engage in reasoning through explaining and
evaluating. However, explicit attention to reasoning as a distinct skill is warranted.
Synthesizing. Few practitioners and instructors identify synthesis as a critical thinking
skill. Those who did mentioned that synthesizing is a skill they teach during fieldwork or facilitating students through their thesis or other projects that are intended to pull together what they
learned during their master's program.
Although speculative, it is possible that over time different words have come to represent
synthesis. For example, Krathwohl (2002) used creating in his revised Bloom's taxonomy to replace synthesis. It is also possible that due to changing perceptions of word meanings the verb
creating, as in putting the pieces together to form a whole, may be used rather than synthesizing.
As more instructors learn about Krathwohl’s (2002) revised taxonomy they may use the word
synthesis less and creating more in their course goals and learning objectives. Interactions between instructors and students who eventually become practitioners may lead to less use of the
word synthesis. Another explanation is that practitioners and instructors considered synthesis
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inherent in the process of critical thinking and not a skill they would tease out as they might with
analysis or questioning. Also, it may be that synthesis is not a word that is used as much in public health but may be used in other professions or it is possible that the skills of synthesizing are
undervalued. It might be beneficial to make this skill more explicit in public health practice and
instruction.
Skill identified by high percentages of practitioners and low percentages of instructors:
Explaining
While a high percentage of practitioners identified explaining as a critical thinking skill
used in the field, very few instructors reported teaching this skill. This is an important finding
because practitioners often commented that explaining is necessary for acting upon findings of
scientific research to the public or other stakeholders, such as legislators. Erin described how
she thought through ways to document a grantee's progress and how to explain her thinking process to the grantees. When talking with the grantees she modeled her thinking process so they
would use the critical thinking process when deciding how to explain their progress to supervisors, leaders, or other stakeholders. The instructors who mentioned explaining as a skill they
taught described how they asked students to explain their responses to questions or work on a
project.
A possible reason for this difference may be related to the similarity between explaining
and interpreting. However, the context in which the practitioners and instructors described each
skill indicated they were talking about two different skills. Explaining was used in the context of
explaining public health information or scientific findings to someone else. Interpretation was
use in the context of interpreting data for one's self. Instructors may want to explore these skills
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and whether the activities they choose to teach provide opportunities for students to explain a
concept or scientific findings to different audiences.
A Broader Perspective on Critical Thinking Skills
A broad view of the results in this study reveals three different and interesting perspectives. There are critical thinking skills that are 1) influenced by nuances of language, 2) recognized by APA but not identified by instructors, and 3) identified by both instructors and practitioners but not recognized by APA.
Nuances in language. The nuances of language may have played a role in how practitioners and instructors perceived and described skills. The subskills the APA described for each
skill may be useful to instructors in considering what skills to teach and to ensure that there is
consistency across these terms. One example is the descriptions of the skills of explaining and
interpreting that seemed to have different meanings among the interviewees. Explaining was
used in the context of explaining public health information or scientific findings to someone else.
According to the APA the subskills of explaining are stating results, justifying procedures, and
presenting arguments. The interviewees described interpretation in the context of interpreting
data for one's self. The APA's subskills for interpretation are categorization, decoding significance, and clarifying meaning. The sense that the interviewees in this study used interpretation
in a way that was limited to clarifying meaning. These subskills make explaining and interpreting more multi-faceted that just explaining information to others or interpreting something for
one's self. Using the subskills in teaching would allow instructors to help students to develop
more complex skills.
Synthesis was another skill that may be influenced by the language of education. Bloom's
Taxonomy is often used as a guide for developing learning objectives (Krathwohl, 2002). Ac-
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cording to Bloom's Taxonomy synthesis is a higher-order thinking skill. However, Krathwohl
developed a revised Bloom's taxonomy and eliminated synthesis as a higher-order thinking skill.
Those aware of this change may have ceased using synthesizing as a skill. Over time other instructors may have adapted to this change which may account for less use of the word synthesizing as a skill.
Critical thinking skills identified by APA but not identified by instructors and practitioners. The APA identified inference as a critical thinking skill but no interviewees described
the use or teaching of inference. The subskills of these are querying evidence, conjecturing alternatives, and drawing conclusions. All of the practitioners and the majority of instructors described the importance of questioning. However, they did not talk about querying evidence only.
Bill, an instructor, said that students and practitioners need to “ask skeptical questions of all
sources.” The second subskill, conjecturing alternatives, may be related to predicting and synthesizing, two skills that few practitioners and instructors mentioned. In the Paul and Elder
(2009) model the authors describe inference as one of their elements of thought. However, they
combine it with interpretation. They describe inference/interpretation as coming to conclusions
or solutions. While no practitioners or instructors mentioned inference a few described how they
use and teach interpreting. The practitioners and instructors discussed making decisions, solving
problems, or looking at issues in depth. Although not specifically mentioned drawing conclusions seems to be viewed as inherent in the critical thinking process. Additionally, inference
may be a skill that is used more often in philosophy and other fields but rarely used in public
health education or practice. It may be that public health practitioners and educators might benefit in reviewing the APA’s consensus statement to determine if they are using or teaching skills
identified as a part of another skill or as part of a skill set from another theorist or researcher
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such as the Paul and Elder (2009) model. Skills may be defined differently by different groups
who may, in turn, influence how practitioners and instructors label a skill through exposure in
workforce development and instructor preparation courses. It may be that the skill inference is
not used generally in public health but is used in other fields such as philosophy.
One critical thinking skill acknowledged by the APA's consensus statement (Facione,
1990) and in the Paul & Elder model (2009) but not mentioned by any practitioners or instructors
is self-regulation. The APA defined self-regulation as an "objective and thoughtful metacognitive self-assessment of one's opinions and reasons for holding them" (p. 10). Critical thinking is described in the Paul and Elder (2009) model as metacognitive because we think about our
thinking to improve it. This idea of analyzing one's own thinking to improve it might have been
an assumption of those interviewed for this study. Additionally, the idea might not have come
up in the context of the interview questions. The practitioners and instructors discussed critical
thinking as a process that you undertake to achieve an outcome such as a resolution of a problem.
The skill of metacognition adds a new dimension of learning to improving one's thinking. Paul
and Elder (2009) apply their universal intellectual standards to explore quality of thinking. They
are clarity, accuracy, precision, relevance, depth, breadth, significance, logic, and fairness. The
Paul/Elder model of critical thinking provides practical information about applying critical thinking and would be valuable if used in developing instruction for public health students and practitioners. Clearly, both practitioners and instructors in the public health arena would benefit by
explicit attention to this important critical thinking skill.
Skills identified by both instructors and practitioners but not identified by APA. A
third category is those skills mentioned by interviewees but not cited as a critical thinking skill
by the APA, including information seeking, identifying/assessing the problem, questioning, re-
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flecting, conceptualizing, reasoning, and predicting. However, other theorists and researchers
who study critical thinking identify these skills (Astleiner, 2002; Beyer, 1985; Ennis, 1962; Fisher & Scriven, 1997; Glaser, 1941; Halpern, 1997; Paul & Elder, 2009; Noddings, 2006; Norris &
Ennis, 1986; Possin, 2008; Willingham, 2007). The skills came from my review of definitions
and descriptions of critical thinking in which critical thinking skills were identified. Based on
the interviews in this research, the practitioners and instructors mentioned many of the critical
thinking skills. An important finding of this study is that most all critical thinking skills are identified by at least one of the interviewees. Although not all interviewees mentioned all of these
skills they were identified by at least one person.
Limitations and Strengths
Findings of this study are limited in that they are not representative of the entire population of public health practitioners and instructors and, are, therefore, not generalizable. In
hopes of gathering in-depth information there was a small sample of participants who selfreported their experiences which limits generalization to larger populations. However, every
effort was made to understand what interviewees meant when they described a skill and to delineate that skill from others. A strength of this study is the use of qualitative research that allows for detailed data to be gathered and analyzed with an in-depth approach. Another strength
of this study is the practical applicability of the findings of this research to both the public
health workplace and classroom.
Future Research
In this study, data gathered through interviews were self-reported. Future studies could
actually observe practitioners in the workplace and instructors in the classroom to identify critical thinking skills they use or teach and compare these results to the skills identified in this study.
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Additionally, survey data identifying critical thinking skills used or taught could be compared
with the skills identified in this study. Explaining was the only skill reported at different levels
among practitioners and instructors. Future research might explore how explaining is used in the
workplace and taught in the classroom.
The instructors interviewed in this study mentioned several techniques they used in teaching critical thinking skills. One line of research might explore which specific teaching techniques facilitate critical thinking skills in public health. Future researchers could explore those
teaching techniques and conditions in which they are applied best. Such research would benefit
educational developers and eventually students and practitioners.
Several interviewees explained that they have difficulty using critical thinking when they
have limited time. Future research could investigate the influence of time constraints on critical
thinking and if a specific skill or skills are impacted more than others and why. Exploring how
practitioners use critical thinking skills in fast-paced environments and in crises would be helpful
to course developers and benefit students in academia or the workforce. Additionally, this information would be valuable to leaders so they may facilitate an environment in which critical
thinking can thrive even when time is constrained. Research could explore and learn from other
non-public health work environments in which critical thinking thrives and the role of leadership
in establishing such an environment.
Although not a specific interview question, practitioners and instructors described some
of the characteristics of critical thinking. A thorough exploration of the characteristics of critical
thinkers in public health would be interesting. There are several lists of such characteristics (Ennis, 1987; Facione, 1990; Bailin et al.,1999a; Ennis, 1996; Facione et al., 1995; Halpern, 1997;
Paul & Elder, 2009). Additionally, there is an assessment of characteristics, the California Criti-
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cal Thinking Dispositions Inventory (Facione et al, 1995; Facione, 2000) through which one
could explore the characteristics of public health critical thinkers.
Conclusion
Public health practitioners and instructors identified twelve distinct critical thinking
skills. A high percentage of the practitioners and instructors interviewed described the skills of
analysis, identification and assessment of a problem, information seeking, questioning, and reflection as critical thinking skills. Interviewees mentioned the skills of conceptualization, evaluation, interpretation, prediction, reasoning, and synthesis, but both practitioners and instructors
described these as critical thinking skills infrequently. Practitioners and instructors differed in
their description of only one skill, explaining. A high percentage of practitioners cited explanation as a critical thinking skill they use while a low percentage of the instructors mentioned explaining as a skill they taught.
Importantly, the critical thinking skills identified by public health practitioners and instructors are critical thinking skills mentioned by theorists and researchers who study critical
thinking (Astleiner, 2002; Beyer, 1985; Ennis, 1962; Fisher & Scriven, 1997; Glaser, 1941;
Halpern, 1997; Paul & Elder, 2009; Noddings, 2006; Norris & Ennis, 1986; Possin, 2008;
Willingham, 2007). However, interviewees do not identify all the skills noted by theorists and
researchers. One critical thinking skill that is mentioned by the APA consensus statement on
critical thinking (1990) and in the Paul and Elder critical thinking model (2009) but is not mentioned by any practitioners or instructors is self-regulation. The Paul and Elder model of critical
thinking describes practical and valuable information about applying critical thinking that may
be used in developing instruction for public health students and practitioners. Clearly, both prac-
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titioners and instructors in the public health arena would benefit by explicit attention to this important critical thinking skill.
Schools/programs and their instructors may want to use a mixed approach to teaching
critical thinking in which the course focuses on the content and application of it but includes a
general discussion of critical thinking principles and applying those principles throughout the
course in the context of the content. A more systematic approach toward teaching critical
thinking across a curriculum helps students hone their skills and learn how critical thinking is
used regardless of content, problem, or issue. Critical thinking would be a thread that runs
throughout all learning experiences whether in the classroom, participating in fieldwork, or
other activities. This integrated approach might be one way to help students see what they have
learned throughout their public health academic experience is a way of thinking that will prepare them to use critical thinking as practitioners. To do this public health practitioners and
instructors must discuss ways to ensuring that students learn the skills, especially critical thinking skills that reflect those used in practice.
Public health practitioners and instructors should continue to have conversations about
how to bridge public health academia and practice to ensure that there is no gap between the
skills taught are the skills that practitioners use. For example, the report, Demonstrating Excellence in Practice-Based Teaching for Public Health (Association of Schools of Public Health
Council of Public Health Practice Coordinators, 2004) described the importance of that connection. They suggested that teaching should promote the growth and use of critical thinking skills
among students that can be adapted to various public health needs when students become public health practitioners. The public health profession may explore whether there needs to be a
tighter control over the language that describes the skills and whether it would be beneficial, as
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a profession, to use consistent labels for skills. Along with this the profession may wish to
consider the benefits of following one model of critical thinking whether it is the two major
models – the APA Consensus Statement on Critical Thinking (Facione, 1990) or the Paul and
Elder (2009) model - or to develop a new one specific to public health. This consistency in
language would ensure that public health graduate students are learning critical thinking skills
in the same way that they are used in practice.
The results of this study have important implications for informing public health curricula
and workforce development programs about critical thinking skills. Findings inform curriculum
developers and classroom instructors in the creation and delivery of educational programs for
public health practitioners or students designed to facilitate critical thinking. This research also
serves as a model for other professions to explore the relationship between skills used by practitioners and the skills taught in higher education. Finally, results of this study contribute to the
body of knowledge regarding critical thinking in public health.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
A Sampling of Definitions of Critical Thinking
Critical thinking is…
“Active, persistent and careful consideration of a belief
or supposed form of knowledge in light of the grounds
that support it, and the further conclusions to which it
tends”

Author(s)
Dewey,
1910/2007, p. 118

Skills/Elements
 Reflection
 Logic and reasoning

"(1) an attitude of being disposed to consider in a
thoughtful way the problems and subjects that come
within the range of one's experiences, (2) knowledge of
the methods of logical inquiry and reasoning, and
(3) some skill in applying those methods. Critical thinking calls for a persistent effort to examine any belief or
supposed form of knowledge in the light of the evidence
that supports it and the further conclusions to which it
tends.”

Glaser, 1941;
Retrieved from
http://www.critical
thinking.org/aboutCT/d
efine_critical_thin
king.cfm



“the correct assessing of statements”

Ennis, 1962, p. 85

Assessment

“assessing the authenticity and accuracy of knowledge”

Beyer, 1985, p.
276
McPeck, 1985, p.
8

Assessment

“the propensity and skill to engage in an activity with
reflective skepticism”



Logic and reasoning
Examination

Reflection

“a productive and positive activity, a process and not an Brookfield, 1987,
outcome, manifestations of critical thinking vary accord- p. 5
ing to the contexts in which they occur, triggered by
positive as well as negative events, and is emotive as
well as rational”




“is reasonable, reflective thinking that is focused on deciding what to believe or do.”

Reflection

Norris & Ennis,
1986, p. 6

Rational
Emotive
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"We understand critical thinking to be purposeful, selfregulatory judgment which results in interpretation,
analysis, evaluation, and inference, as well as explanation of the evidential, conceptual, methodological, criteriological, or contextual considerations upon which that
judgment is based. CT is essential as a tool of inquiry.
As such, CT is a liberating force in education and a
powerful resource in one’s personal and civic life. While
not synonymous with good thinking, CT is a pervasive
and self-rectifying human phenomenon. The ideal critical thinker is habitually inquisitive, well-informed, trustful of reason, open- minded, flexible, fair-minded in
evaluation, honest in facing personal biases, prudent in
making judgments, willing to reconsider, clear about
issues, orderly in complex matters, diligent in seeking
relevant information, reasonable in the selection of criteria, focused in inquiry, and persistent in seeking results
which are as precise as the subject and the circumstances
of inquiry permit. Thus, educating good critical thinkers
means working toward this ideal. It combines developing CT skills with nurturing those dispositions which
consistently yield useful insights and which are the basis
of a rational and democratic society.”

Facione, Consensus Statement of
the American
Philosophical Association’s Delphi
Project, 1990, p. 2



“skillful, responsible thinking that facilitates good
judgment because it (1) relies upon criteria, (2) is selfcorrecting, and (3) is sensitive to context”

Lipman, 1995, p.
39











“the intellectually disciplined process of actively and
Scriven, M. & &

skillfully conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, synthePaul, R., 1996, Re- 
sizing, and/or evaluating information gathered from, or
trieved from

generated by, observation, experience, reflection, reahttp://www.critical 
soning, or communication, as a guide to belief and acthinktion. In its exemplary form, it is based on universal intel- ing.org/pages/defi 
lectual values that transcend subject matter divisions:
ning-criticalclarity, accuracy, precision, consistency, relevance,
thinking/766
sound evidence, good reasons, depth, breadth, and fairness”

Purposeful thinking
Judgment
Logic and reasoning
Self-regulation
Criteriological
Contextual

Criteria against
which to measure thinking
Under one’s control
Contextual
Active process
Disciplined
Skills
Values (standards)
Logic and reasoning
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“the use of those cognitive skills or strategies that increase the probability of a desired outcome. It is used to
describe thinking that is purposeful, reasoned, and goal
directed” and "evaluating the outcomes of our thought
processes”

Halpern, 1997, p.
4, 70

“skilled and active interpretation and evaluation of observations and communications, information and argumentation"

Fisher & Scriven,
1997, p. 21

“done for the purpose of making up one’s mind about
what to believe or do; the person engaging in the thinking is trying to fulfill standards of adequacy and accuracy appropriate to the thinking; and the thinking fulfills
the relevant standards to some threshold level”










Cognitive process
Logic and reasoning
Purposeful
Goal-directed
Evaluation
Active
Skills
Logic

Bailin, Case,
Coombs, & Daniels, 1999a, p. 287




Purposeful
Standards

“making judgments about the truthfulness and worth of
the statements or answers to problems”

Stancato, 2000,
377



Logic and reasoning

"a tool that has no life on its own; it only has meaning
and purpose when people use it, and as soon as people
are involved in the use of this important too, bias and
error are involved"; "not neutral and objective; limited
in that vital tools that help us be critical thinkers are ignored or diminished, such as our tools of imagination,
intuition, and emotional reasoning is highlighted and
underscored"
“a mental activity of evaluating arguments or propositions and making judgments that can guide the development of beliefs and taking action"

Thayer-Bacon,
2000b, p. 3, 5



Reasoning

“the art of thinking about thinking in an intellectually
disciplined way”

Paul, 2003




“The ability to identify an issue, dilemma, or problem,
frame it as a specific question, explore and evaluate information relevant to the question; and integrate the information in development of a resolution. An advanced
manifestation of critical thinking is evidence-based practice – the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of
current best evidence about practice, the creation of policy, and the conduct of research

Maternal and
Child Health
Competencies
Workgroup, 2007,
Retrieved from
http://www.asph.or
g/userfiles/DrPH_
MCH%20Leaders
hip%20Competenc
ies.pdf





Astleitner, 2002, p. 
53






Cognitive process
Logic and reasoning
Disciplined
Metacognition
Identification of
problem
Evaluation
Integrate information (synthesize)
Evidence-based
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“thinking that analyzes thought, that assesses thought,
and that transforms thought for the better”

“the practice of requiring, assessing, and giving cogent
reasons for one’s beliefs, values, and actions”

“self-guided, self-disciplined thinking which attempts to
reason at the highest level of quality in a fair-minded
way”

Paul, 2007,
http://www.critical
thinking.org/pages/criti
cal-thinking-inevery-domain-ofknowledge-andbelief/698
Possin, 2008, p.
204





Analysis
Evaluation
Metacognition



Logic and reasoning

Paul & Elder,
2009, p. 21; p. 91







Disciplined
Fair
Metacognition
Skills
Logic and reasoning

Noddings, N.,
2006, p. 4





Purposeful
Skills
Persistent





Objective
Openness
Logic and reasoning

“self-directed, self-disciplined, self-monitored, and selfcorrective thinking”
“that mode of thinking — about any subject, content, or
problem — in which the thinker improves the quality of
his or her thinking by skillfully analyzing, assessing, and
reconstructing it”
"thinking about thinking while trying to make your
thinking better"
“diligent and skillful use of reason on matters of moral/social importance – on personal decision making,
conduct, and belief”

“seeing both sides of an issue, being open to new eviWillingham, 2007,
dence that disconfirms young ideas, reasoning dispasp. 8
sionately, demanding that claims be backed by evidence,
deducing and inferring conclusions from available facts,
solving problems, and so forth”
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“a habit of mind characterized by the comprehensive
exploration of issues, ideas, artifacts, and events before
accepting or formulating an opinion or conclusion”

Association of

American Colleges
and Universities,

2009, Retrieved
from
http://www.ccny.c
uny.edu/gened/upl
oad/CriticalThinki
ng.pdf



Questioning
Purposeful

Work Group for

Community Health 
and Development
Community Tool
Box. The Community Tool Box,
2014, Retrieved
from
http://ctb.ku.edu/e
n/table-ofcontents/analyze/analy
ze-communityproblems-andsolutions/thinkcritically/main

Examination
Analysis

“first discovering the who, what, when, where, and how Bell Hooks, 2010,
of things – finding the answers to those eternal questions p. 9
of the inquisitive child – and then utilizing that
knowledge in a manner that enables you to determine
what matters most”

"the process of examining, analyzing, questioning, and
challenging situations, issues and information of all
kinds"

Habit of mind
(disposition)
Questioning
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APPENDIX B
Recruitment E-mail Text
Dear ________,
I am a graduate student under the direction of Professor Nannette Commander in the Department
of Educational Psychology in the College of Education at Georgia State University.
I am conducting a research study to explore the relationship between critical thinking skills used
by public health practitioners in the workforce and critical thinking skills taught to public health
students. I am inviting your participation that will involve a telephone interview of between 30 60 minutes.
Although there is no direct benefit to you, possible benefits of this research will be opportunity
to further understanding of critical thinking in public health. The findings may be used to inform
public health curricula and workforce development programs about critical thinking. Curriculum
developers, instructional designers, and instructors may use the findings in the development of
educational programs for students or public health workers designed to facilitate critical thinking. In this study you will not have any more risks than you would in a normal day of life here
are no foreseeable risks or discomforts involved in your participation.
If you are interested in participating in this research or have additional questions, please contact
me at malexander10@student.gsu.edu.
Sincerely,
Martha Alexander
Ph.D. Candidate
Georgia State University
College of Education
Department of Educational Psychology
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APPENDIX C
Informed Consent
Georgia State University
Department of Educational Psychology
Title: An Exploration of Critical Thinking in Public Health
Principal Investigator:

Nannette Commander, P.I.
Martha Alexander, Student P.I.

I.
Purpose:
You are invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of the study is to explore the relationships between the critical thinking skills used by public health professionals in the workforce
and the critical thinking skills that are taught to public health students in Council on Education in
Public Health accredited schools/programs of public health. You are invited to participate because you are either an instructor or a public health professional. A total of 20 participants will
be recruited for this study. Participation will require up to an hour of your time over today.
II.

Procedures:

If you decide to participate, you will be interviewed by the Student P.I. one time for no more
than an hour. The research will be conducted over the telephone at your convenience.
III.

Risks:

In this study, you will not have any more risks than you would in a normal day of life.
IV.

Benefits:

Participation in this study may not benefit you personally. Overall, we hope to gain information
about the critical thinking skills that are used by public health professionals, the critical thinking
skills taught in public health education, and the relationship between those. This research may
have implications for informing public health curricula and workforce development programs
about critical thinking. Curriculum developers, instructional designers, and instructors may use
the findings in the development of educational programs for students or public health workers
designed to facilitate critical thinking. Additionally, this research may serve as a model for other
professions to explore the relationship between what is taught in academia and fostered in workplace.
V.

Voluntary Participation and Withdrawal:

Participation in this research is voluntary. You do not have to be in this study. If you decide to
be in the study and change your mind, you have the right to drop out at any time. You may
skip questions or stop participating at any time.
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VI.

Confidentiality:

We will keep your records private to the extent allowed by law. Dr. Nannette Commander and I
will have access to the information you provide. Information may also be shared with those who
make sure the study is done correctly (GSU Institutional Review Board, the Office for Human
Research Protection (OHRP). The interviewer will audio record the interview and destroy they
tape after the interview is transcribed. We will use a study number rather than your name on
study records. The information you provide will be stored in a locked cabinet. The code sheet
will be stored separately from the data to protect privacy. After the research is complete the key
will be destroyed. Your name and other facts that might point to you will not appear when we
present this study or publish its results. The findings will be summarized and reported in group
form. You will not be identified personally.
VII.

Contact Persons:

Contact Nannette Commander, P.I. and Martha Alexander, Student P.I. at ncommander@gsu.edu or
at (404) 413-8040 and malexander10@student.gsu.edu or at 404-219-0953 if you have questions,
concerns, or complaints about this study. You can also call if think you have been harmed by the
study. Call Susan Vogtner in the Georgia State University Office of Research Integrity at 404413-3513 or svogtner1@gsu.edu if you want to talk to someone who is not part of the study team.
You can talk about questions, concerns, or suggestions about the study. You can also call Susan
Vogtner if you have questions or concerns about your rights in this study.
VIII.

Copy of Consent Form to Subject:

You may keep this consent form. At the beginning of the interview, the Student P.I. will ask for your
agreement to continue with the interview and to have it audio-taped.
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APPENDIX D
Interview Guides and Questions

Interview Guide and Questions for Public Health Practitioners
Introduction

Thank you so much for taking the time to talk with me today.

Key Components:


Thank you

I am interested in critical thinking in public health and I would like to



Purpose

hear about the critical thinking skills that you use in your work. The



Critical thinking

interview will last about 30 – 60 minutes. I will be taking notes but I

definition

will also be taping this interview because I don’t want to miss any of



Confidentiality

your comments.



Duration

the interview from the recorder. We will be talking about critical



Tape Recording

thinking and there are many definitions of it. To make sure we are



Interviewee
questions



Consent

NOTE: The interviewer will send the
questions, definition,
and interview information prior to interview.

After I have transcribed this interview I will erase

talking about the same concept I’ll be using the following to define
critical thinking
 Critical thinking is the process of thinking about a topic, belief
or problem and focusing on what to do or believe about it.
Do you have any questions about anything I’ve said?
Are you still willing to participate in this interview and have it audiotaped?'
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Questions
I’ll ask each of these
questions 2-3 times
depending on the
depth of the response.

1. Think of a time that you used critical thinking on the job. Please
tell me about that.
Sample Probes (if needed)
 You mentioned ____ tell me more about that, please.
 What questions did you ask yourself or someone else during
the process of addressing a belief, making a decision, or solving a problem?
 What skills did you use during this process?
 How did your use of critical thinking affect the outcome of the
problem, decision, or belief?
2. Think about a time you did not use critical thinking on the job.
Please tell me about that.
Sample Probes (if needed)
 You mentioned ____ tell me more about that, please.
 What skills do you wish you had used in your thinking?
 What questions do you wish you had asked yourself or someone else?
 How would the outcome of the problem, decision, or belief be
different you had used critical thinking?





Closing
Additional comments and questions from Interviewee
Thank the participant



What additional comments do you have about critical thinking?



Thank you so much for participating in this interview. I appreciate
you taking time to talk with me.
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Interview Guide and Questions for Public Health Instructors
Introduction
Key Components:
 Thank you
 Purpose
 Critical thinking
definition
 Confidentiality
 Duration
 Tape Recording
 Interviewee
questions
 Consent
NOTE: The
interviewer will send
the questions, definition, and information
about the interview
prior to interview.

Thank you so much for taking the time to talk with me today.
I am interested in critical thinking in public health and I would like to
hear about the critical thinking skills that are facilitated in your students. The interview will last about 30 – 60 minutes. I will be taking
notes but I will also be taping this interview because I don’t want to
miss any of your comments. After I have transcribed this interview I
will erase the interview from the recorder. We will be talking about
critical thinking and there are many definitions of it. To make sure we
are talking about the same concept I’ll be using the following to define
critical thinking.
Critical thinking is the process of thinking about a topic, belief
or problem and focusing on what to do or believe about it.
Do you have any questions about anything I’ve said?
Are you still willing to participate in this interview and have it audiotaped?

Questions
I’ll ask each of these
questions 2-3 times
depending on the
depth of response.

1. Think of a time that you facilitated critical thinking in your students. Please tell me about that.




Closing
Additional comments, questions
from Interviewee
Thank the participant

Sample Probes (if needed).
 You mentioned ____ tell me more about that, please?
 What skills did your students acquire?
 What questions did you ask your students during your teaching?
 What teaching techniques did you use that facilitated critical
thinking in your students?
2. Think of a time when you wanted to facilitate critical thinking
skills in your students and they didn’t demonstrate critical thinking.
Please tell me about that.
3. Sample Probes (if needed)
 You mentioned ____ tell me more about that, please.
 What questions did you wish you had asked your students?
 What skills were you trying to facilitate in your students?
 What teaching techniques were you using at that time?


What additional comments do you have about critical thinking?



Thank you so much for participating in this interview. I appreciate
you taking time to talk with me.
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APPENDIX E
Summary of Research Process

